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a practice of arranging
Space
Cropped thumbnails 
running down the 
length of the right side 
of each spread indicate 
separate sections.
Perforations at the 
edge of a page draw 
the attention to what is 
hidden between pages.
Bookmarks have 
been provided to link 
a project with some 
other point that has 
been noticed elsewhere.
Engaging Space focuses on arranging as means to engage 
with space. The adaptive arrangements and spatial 
negotiations of street vendors provide the stimulus for 
my inquiry. Noticing the various ways vendors constantly 
engage with space has led me to observe the ways spatial 
practices are adapted to suit various requirements. What 
might I learn, as an interior practitioner, from the spatial 
practices of street vendors? How might this be applied to 
an interior practice, to inform an understanding of adaptive 
methods to engage with space? Undertaking a practice 
of vendoring, the projects then become engaging spaces 
– exploring a practice of arranging to produce interiors.
ABSTRACT
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Before embarking on this research, 
my understanding of spatial practices 
had been blinkered by assumptions 
that interiors required some form 
of planned construction in order to 
become ‘fit’ for inhabiting. Rejecting 
this narrow way of thinking has led 
me to question and notice the kinds 
of everyday practices where users 
make temporary interiors, almost 
instantaneously, of any space.
The various pasar malam of my 
childhood have long been a source 
of fascination for me with their 
unpredictable appearances and re-
appearances.1  They comprise of stalls
1.  � ��� ���� ������ ������������ �  �  �  �  �
pasar �m�����s �‘m�rk���’�� �
w�i��� �malam �r��f��rs ��o �
‘��i���’. �A �pasar malam �is �� �
m�rk��� �i�� �So������s� �Asi��� �
co����ri��s �s�c� ��s �������si��� �
Si����por�� ����d ����do����si��� �
op��r��i��� �i�� ����� ���v����i���s. �
Th��r�� �is ���o �p��r�� �i�� ����� �
������ �����������; ������c�� �
o���� �c�����o� �wri��� �of �pasar 
malams �or �pasars �malam. �
Th�� �p��r�� �of �� ���o��� �is �
of����� ���xpr��ss��d �b�� �m�����s �
of �d�p�ic��io�� �(��o��� �
��xc��p�io��s ��o ���is �r���� �
��xis�). �For �i��s����c���� ����� �
������ �word �for �c�k�� �is �
kueh; �c�k��s �wo��d �b�� �
r��f��rr��d ��o ��s �kueh-kueh. �
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that traders rotate in location amongst 
various housing estates for several 
nights every few months, and are usually 
attended by families from the estate and 
surrounds as a short outing.2  With stalls 
directly facing the street, traffic is often 
brought to a standstill during the pasar 
malam’s operating hours in the evening; 
at the end of each night, the street is 
returned to its usual state, passable by 
vehicular traffic for the next day. 
In The Arcades Project, German writer 
and philosopher Walter Benjamin noted 
a similar makeshift arrangement for the 
use of space when he described a brief 
disturbance caused by workers repairing 
the pavement and laying the pipeline in 
a Parisian street. Vendors had installed 
themselves and displayed their goods on 
the stones “so that business was profiting, 
instead of suffering, from the brief 
disturbance”.3   Benjamin pronounced 
them “wizards at making a virtue of 
necessity” as they “make the street an 
interior”.4  Today, a century
2. � �Th�� �pasar malam�� �is ���� �
irr������r �occ�rr����c���� ����d �
s�o��d ���o� �b�� �co��f�s��d �
wi�� ���i��� �b�z��rs ����� �
op��r���� �o�� �� ���i������ �b�sis. �
As �� �s����mi������ �r���dom �
��v������� �� �fo���d ����� ��rriv�� �
of �� �pasar malam w�s �� �
�i����� �����icip����d ���v������� �
wi�� �s����s �s����i��� �����d���ss �
k��ickk���cks ����d �foods�� �
c�r��iv�� �rid��s�� ����d ���m�� �
boo��s �w���r�� �c����c��s �
for �wi����i��� �� �priz�� �w��r�� �
r�����iv����� ��i��. �Th�� �pasar 
malam �c��� �s�i�� �b�� �sm������ �
����rd ����d ���v���� ���s���d ��o��� �
�f���r �o���� ���s �w��k��d ��w��� �
from �i�. ������� �� ���pp�� �
��v����i��� �w�s �sp����� �w��ki��� �
i�� ���� �o����rwis�� �d��s��r���d �
s�r����� ��r���sform��d�� �for �
� �f��w ���i���s�� �i���o ��is���s �
��ro�����d �b�� �crowds �
b���w������ �m�k��s�if� �s����s.
3. � � �������mi����������r. �  �  �
The Arcades Project. 
Tr���s. �How�rd�� �
Ei����d �& ��cL�����i���� �
K��vi��. �C�mbrid����� �
��ss�c��s����s: �����k���p �
Pr��ss�� �2002. �p. �421
4. � � �bid. �
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later, street vendors are still very much peripatetic agents of the 
street. Their adaptive practices have intrigued me long before I 
was aware of their power to do so; their temporary arrangements 
invite other street users to engage in the interiors they create of the 
street. Their use of lights, sounds, and colourful displays, and their 
ways of arranging, all advertise their presence, and I find myself 
inadvertently drawn into the makeshift spaces of street vendors as 
a result of curiosity. 
Now, as I encounter a vendor setting up her stall in the street, I 
realise she is part of an entourage that has long perfected the way 
I wish to practise: by temporary arrangements to invite others 
to engage with the space they have made use of. I have come to 
reflect upon my interest in encounters with street vendors and 
their ways of instantaneously transforming a street with their 
makeshift stalls. What is it that draws me to their small-scale 
enterprise? The practice of street vendors has made me more 
aware of the ways in which spatial arrangements could affect how 
an interior is perceived.
C
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I have been collecting accounts of 
my encounters with vendors: as various 
ways of practicing spatially, as events 
that have attracted my notice, and as 
encounters that have punctuated my 
experience of the street. These accounts 
have consisted of sound recordings, 
stills, moving images, and observations 
of how street vendors engage with 
street space to make temporary 
interiors. My research investigates ways 
of sharing these accounts through a 
practice of vendoring: re-presenting 
these encounters in arrangements to 
enable continual re-interpretations.5  
What might I learn, as an interior 
practitioner, from the spatial practices 
of street vendors? And how might this 
5.  �Th�� ���rm ‘v����dori���’ �  �  �
c�m�� ��p �d�ri��� �o���� �of �
���� �disc�ssio��s �wi�� �m�� �
s��co��d �s�p��rvisor�� ��ick �
Do����s. �V����dori��� �
– ����� �pr�c�ic�� �of �s�r����� �
v����dors�� �is �dis�i��c� �from �
‘v����di���’�� �w�ic� �d��scrib��s �
���� ��c�ivi��� �of �s����i��� �or �
p��dd�i���. �Th�� �i�����r��s� �of �
���� �r��s���rc� �is ���o� �wi�� �
s�r����� �v����dors �p��r �s���� �
b�� �wi�� �����ir �pr�c�ic�� �
of ���c�ic����� �s��izi��� �o�� �
oppor����i�i��s ��o �op��r���� �
i�� �����ir �d�i��� ��s�� �of �sp�c��. �
V����dori��� ���s �b������ �� �
pr�c�ic�� �����vi��� �imp�ic����d �
wi��i�� �m�� �r��s���rc� ��s �
� �m����od ����� �m�k��s �
�s�� �of �sp�c�� �i�� �v�rio�s �
�rr������m�����s�� �i��vi�i��� �
�s��rs �i��sid�� ��o �‘fi��d �o�� �
mor��’.
INTRODUCTION
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be applied to an interior practice, to inform my understanding of 
adaptive methods to engage with space? Chancing upon the ways 
in which spaces are constantly being utilised has led me to notice 
the ongoing re-presentation of space to its users, and the nature 
of spatial practices so applied. Engaging Space is an exploration 
of how a practice of arranging might engage. This involves 
projecting spatial arrangements to produce engaging interiors; 
this is the position of this document. 
In exploring ways to engage with space, I have observed that the 
spatial practices of street vendors seize on opportunities, and 
adapt in ways to operate within space to engage the attention 
of other pedestrians. Vendors’ temporal arrangements – their 
arrangement of goods as spatial engagements in relation to the 
location of their stalls within a larger context – have provided 
the impetus for this research. The spatial implications of vendors’ 
practices are less about unchanging control than they are 
about constantly adapting and responding to changing spatial 
relationships. This framework for spatial practices has been 
informed more by Noticing (as a research method) than by a 
minutely detailed understanding of the uses of space. I imagine 
this is due mainly to the opportunistic nature of vendor-related 
practices that resist rational containment by any analytical 
approach; spatial practices frequently subvert the ranks of spatial 
hierarchy – tactically – to suit their purposes. As such, spatial 
practices have been understood to be formed within and through 
layers, carrying on to affect subsequent responses within space. 
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This research has been conducted in three locales: Taiwan, 
Singapore and Melbourne; the order beginning from the 
place where most vendor-related activity has been noticed. 
The possibility of encountering vendors in my home-state of 
Singapore has been significantly reduced as a result of strict 
laws enforced during post-war nation building. It was a pleasant 
surprise, then, to discover the engagement between people 
and spaces brought about by vendor-ly activities during my 
first visit to Taipei two years ago. Melbourne, like Singapore, 
is experiencing a dearth of street vending, though busking and 
street art greatly compensate for this by providing a medium 
between individuals and the spaces they occupy, and the 
subsequent opportunities for chance encounters.
With spaces that seem to be designed for a specific purpose, 
I often find its variant uses more interesting. Why are variant 
uses of space more intriguing than the intended ones? Perhaps 
it is because the open-ended outcome is a curious condition, 
providing the user with various possibilities to work from, and 
enabling various sorts of spatial connections to be generated as a 
result of temporary inhabitation. With his van doubling up as a 
mobile stall, a beverage-vendor sets up at a car park in Taipei on 
a Sunday evening. His arrangement of fairy lights and portable 
seating embellishes the space, making apparent the kinds of 
engagement he wishes to invite. Within the car park, this vendor 
has produced a spatial encounter by arranging in a way to engage 
others with his use of space. This draws others to the space he 
has temporarily occupied, thereby transforming it. 
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This research has also been a way for me to meld three 
seemingly disjointed practices at the outset: Interior Design, 
Publication Design and Music. As such, the projects that have 
been undertaken reflect elements from these three practices 
as a way of collecting and arranging to inform a resultant 
spatial understanding. The projects are presented as a series 
of small scale, individual works, and can be evaluated as a 
process of vendoring – seizing on opportunities to create spatial 
arrangements – that has informed my understanding as a whole 
towards an interior practice. 
My focus on arranging is to convey various temporal ways of 
inhabiting spaces in an adaptive manner. I draw the reader’s 
attention to various incidents involving street vendors that 
have propelled my curiosity and come to inform my practice of 
arranging. I hope that this research will make apparent moments 
that might inspire others to inhabit spaces in ways that depart on 
their own ‘tactical trajectories’. 
C
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A brief outline to the encounters contained, in order from 
front to back, within this record: a section on Methods of 
Engaging highlights vendor-ly arrangements as an approach 
to developing my practice of arrangement; a series of Projects 
undertaken; and a Conclusion to what my research has offered 
to an understanding of an interior practice. However, having 
done away with numbered chapters – opting instead for a line of 
cropped thumbnails running down the right side of each spread 
in lieu of a content page – I suggest that the reader can choose to 
start from the image that most interests him/her, or at random, 
or proceed in a linear fashion. This enables the reader to take 
in the sections visually; it also provides a tactile guide, alluding 
to directional signs normally noticed as part of the practice of 
walking the street. 
Finally, as an extension from the practice described, this 
document is arranged with several complementary threads of 
activities. Some clues: 
1. Perforations at the edge of a page draw the attention to what is 
hidden between pages.6  
2. Bookmarks have been provided to link a project with some 
other point that has been noticed elsewhere.7  
3. Footnotes hold the potential for countless other trajectories of 
thought to take flight.8 
C
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6.  �As � �����������r�� � ��o�ic��d ���� ��c�ic of co��c����i��� �s��c���� �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �
spr���ds ����d ��r�ic���s �b���w������ �s������d �p����d �of �m���zi����s ��������r����d �
c�riosi��� ��ro���d ���� �o����rwis�� �ordi���r�� ��r�ic���. ��� �w�s �� ���c�ic ��s��d �
b�� ����� �m�rk���i��� �d��p�r�m����� �of ����� �p�b�ic��io�� ��o ���r�� �� �brows��r �
i���o �p�rc��si��� ����� �iss��� �i�� �ord��r ��o �r���d �i�. �Y���rs ������r�� �wi�� �� �
prof��ssio���� �b�ck�ro���d �i�� �p�b�ic��io��-d��si����� �� �����co������r��d �
s������d �p����s ����i�� �– ���o� ��s �� �r��s��� �of �d���ib��r���� ��c�io���� �b�� ��s �� �
r��s��� �of �m��c����ic�� �m��f���c�io��: �w���r���� �d�ri��� �� �pri��� �r����� ����� �
p����s �w��r�� ���o� �prop��r��� ��rimm��d. �Th�� ��s�� �of �p��rfor��io��s ����d �
‘�idd����’ �co�������� �wi��i�� ����� �����o�� �of ���is �doc�m����� �provid��s ���� �
i�����r��s�i��� �dis����c�io�� �b���w������ �� �d���ib��r���� ��c�io�� �o�� �m�� �p�r��� �
���d�� �p��r��ps�� ���� ��ccid������� �discov��r�� �o�� ����� �p�r� �of ����� �r���d��r ����� �
� ��m �i�����r��s���d ��o ���xp�or�� ��s �� �m����od �of ��������i���.
7.  �A� � books�or�� or � �ibr�r���� or ��sp��ci����� w����� ���� book is ��o� �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �
m�� �ow���� �� �fr��q��������� �flip ���ro��� �� �book�� �w�i�i��� �for �r���dom �
fr��m�����s �of �i��form��io�� ��o �pr��s����� �����ms���v��s. �A��d �w����� ������� �
do�� �i�� ����� �form �of �� �p�r�ic���r �s���������c�� �or �p�r��r�p��� �or ���� �im������ �
� �r���d ���ro��� ����d �����v�� �� �fi�����r ��o �m�rk ����� �p����. �Soo���� �� ���v�� �
��� �fiv�� �fi�����rs �o�� �o���� �����d �s��ck �i�� �v�rio�s �‘����c�io��s’ �w�i��� �
m�� �fr���� �����d �co���i�����s �wi�� ����� �flippi���; ����d �wis� �����r�� �w��r�� �
bookm�rks ������rb��. �Pos�-i� ���o���s �wo��d �do�� ��oo�� �if �� �w�s ��o ��o�d �
o�� ��o ����� �book �for �� �w�i���; �b�� �– �sp�ri��� ����� �pi��c� �of �do�-���r��d �
p����s�� �� �f����� �bookm�rks ��o �b�� �s�i��b��� ���c�ic�� �i��s��r�io��s �i���o �
books ��o ��i��k �co��c��p�s �wi�� �o����r �co��c��p�s ���o�ic��d.
8. � �H��r���� � s����k �o provid�� poi���s b����o��d ���� H�rp��rCo��i��s �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �
Dic�io���r��’s �d��fi��i�io�� �of �foo���o���s ��s ��mi��or �or �����������i�� �
comm�����s �or ���v�����s ��dd��d �or �s�bordi������d ��o �� �m�i�� �s�����m����� �or �
mor�� �impor����� ���v�������. �Of������� �w�i��� �r���di��� ���� �i�����r��s�i��� ���ss����� �
� �wo��d ����� ���oro������ �sid���r�ck��d �b�� ����� �comm������r�� �provid��d �
i�� ����� �����or’s �foo���o���s. �This �is�� �for �m���� �� �m�rk �of ���� �i���ri��i��� �
�r�ic���. �������rfi���d�� �J��r��m��. �‘Foo���o���’. �Co��i��s �E����is� �Dic�io���r��. �
Gr���� ��ri��i��: �H�rp��rCo��i��s �P�b�is���rs�� �2003. �(6�� ���d) �p. �634
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While vendors’ practices appear to be fairly 
straightforward in their attempts to make use of space to sell 
their wares, I suggest that such methods not only vary from 
one vendor to the next, but also are trickier than they seem 
because of their need to constantly negotiate between control of 
and dependence on various spatial conditions. While vendors 
arrange their goods and the position of their stalls as a means to 
engage the notice of potential customers, as a practitioner, I have 
made use of Noticing as a method to document vendors’ spatial 
arrangements to engage with space. These documentations 
– as noticings, have then been collected and arranged in ways 
to explore the nature of vendoring as a way to engage with and 
inhabit space. 
As such, the heading for this section, Methods of Engaging, refers 
to the methods I have used to research the spatial arrangements 
of vendors. This has then led to an understanding of how 
vendoring might produce temporal interiors by adaptive methods 
of spatial arrangements, seizing on opportunities to engage with 
space and to become noticed.
METHODS OF ENGAGING
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How does one notice? When walking 
in the street, my attention is often 
drawn to the activities of other users 
of the street, especially if they are not 
walking; their temporary immobility 
makes apparent the various ongoing 
activities within the street, highlighting 
different possibilities within a single 
context.9  John Mason describes 
the practice of noticing as “an act of 
attention”, involving an exercise of re-
calling and seeking threads for multiple 
interpretations, rather than detailed 
explanation.10  It increases an awareness 
of the range of ‘things’ offered by making 
“a distinction, to create foreground 
and background, to distinguish 
some ‘thing’ from its surroundings.”11  
Distinguishing ongoing practices from 
their surroundings makes apparent 
the aspects that have made them 
different. In this case, though the 
practice of vendoring is very much a 
part of the street, it is easily noticed 
for its temporarily immobilised nature 
amongst movement. 
9.  ���ki��� ���s��b�is���s �
mobi�i��� ��� �� �s�i��b��� �
p�c�� �for ���o�ici���; �m����� �
of ����� �����co������rs �wi��i�� �
m�� �r��s���rc� ���v�� �r��s�����d �
from �w��ki���. �Th�� �mos� �
s��i����� ��r�i� �of �w��ki��� �
com��s ��o �mi��d: �i�s �p�c�� �
– �i� �is �����i����r �� �r����� �
d�ri��� �w�ic� �d����i�s �of �
���� �s�rro���di���s �m��� �
b�� �for���o���� �i�� �f�vo�r �of �
sp����d�� ���or �is �i� �� �cr�w� �
w���r�� �mov��m����� �is �bo�� �
s�r�����o�s ����d ���borio�s��� �
s�ow. ����ki��� ���so �p��rmi�s �
p��si��� ����d �r��-��r��i���. �
A �w��k �mi��� �b�� �brisk�� �or �
���is�r�����: �bo�� �promo�i��� �
��o�ici��� ����� �is ����ss �
d��p����d����� �o�� ����� �sp����d �of �
���� �w��k �������� �p��r��ps�� ����� �
‘op����-����ss’ �of ����� �w��k��r �
�o �dis�r�c�io��s. �Th��s�� �
dis�r�c�io��s �m��� ���v�� ����� �
po������i�� ��o �p���c������ ����� �
��xp��ri����c�� �of ����� �w��k��r ��s �
������ ��r�� �����co������r��d ����d �
��o�ic��d. ����ki��� �c��� ���so �
b�� ����d��rs�ood �i�� �co���r�s� �
�o �v���ic���r �proc��ssio���� �
w���r�� �p�ssi��� ���ro��� �� �
s�r����� ��� �mo�oris��d �v���oci���
disco�r����s �p���sic�� �
���������m����� �wi�� �
s�rro���di��� �sp�c��s.
noticing
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10.  ��so���� �Jo���. �
Researching Your Own 
Practice. The Discipline 
of Noticing. �Lo��do��: �
Ro�����d����� �2001. �pp. �
61-88
11.  ���so��. p. 33 �  �  � �
12.  �Th��s�� d��vic��s ��v�� �  �  �
�����b���d �m�� ��o �doc�m����� �
���� ��oi���s-o�� �o�� ����� �s�r����� �
���d �i�s ��s��rs �wi��o�� �
cr����i��� ��oo �m�c� �of ���� �
obs�r�c�io�� ��o �o����r ��s��rs. �
Th���� ��r�� ���rd��� �s�����-of-
����-�r� �r��cordi���/p����b�ck �
��q�ipm����� �– �r�����r�� ��s �
comp�r��iv����� ��ow-����d �
��d����s�� ������� ����ow��d �m�� �
�o �c�p��r�� �occ�rr����c��s �
wi��i�� ����� �s�r����� �
imm��di��������� �wi�� ��i����� �
�im�� �r��q�ir��d �for �‘s����i��� �
�p’. �Th�� �s�or� ��im�� ���k���� �
�o ��c�iv���� �����s�� �‘�ow-���c�’ �
d��vic��s �w�s �impor����� �
b��c��s�� �of ����� ���p���m��r�� �
�����r�� �of ����� �occ�rr����c��s �� �
w�s �i�����r��s���d �i��: �v����dors �
mov��d ��w��� �q�ick��� ����d �
i� �w�s ��s��f�� ��o ���v�� �m�� �
r��cordi��� �d��vic��s �r���d�� �
wi��o�� �m�c� �s����i���-�p. �
��� �� �w����� �����s�� ����ow��d �m�� �
�o �b�� �m�c� �mor�� �mobi��� �
����� �‘prop��r’ �r��cordi��� �
d��vic��s �wo��d ���v�� �do����.
13.  This �c���d�� �is �s��rv��d �
o�� �� �s�ick ��ik�� �� �m������b��� �
�o����pop. �Th�� �v����dor �c��� �
pr��p�r�� ����� �visco�s �s��r�p �
b��for������d ��� ��om��. 
While walking, I often carry with me 
an MP3 recorder, handheld camcorder, 
digital camera and a sketchbook.12 
Most street-based encounters rely on 
being chanced upon. These instruments 
are used to record what has been 
noticed, rather than document an entire 
scene. 
A candy seller - an elderly woman, sits 
hunched against a pillar by the steps 
at a bank’s entrance. Setting up her 
makeshift stall, she removes from a 
large striped plastic bag an impressively 
simple arsenal of implements. The red 
plastic stool she sits on is the first to be 
taken out of the bag. She positions it 
against the wall. She sits, and proceeds 
to remove the rest of the contents: two 
containers, a pot of syrup, and a sheet 
of paper in a scratched plastic covering 
bearing the words ‘old fashioned candy’ 
is placed at her feet.13  The containers 
– one mineral water bottle with its top 
cut off and the other a tin can – hold, 
respectively, sticks for stirring the candy 
and serving sticks for the candy. These 
containers are attached to the 
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pot with steel wire. She is only slightly obscured from the flow of 
pedestrians because she aligns herself along the wall with a key-
maker who operates from a similarly sparse set-up.
To apply Mason’s practice of noticing, as already mentioned, as 
“an act of attention”, the candy seller is noticed by the way she 
has chosen to arrange herself to be encountered. Her stationary 
site amongst the movement on the footpath, the location she 
has chosen (at the entrance to a bank), and her position in 
relation to other vendors (such as the key-maker) contribute 
to distinguish the vendor from her surroundings. How might 
a practice of vendor-ly arrangements inform engaging spatial 
interventions? While a vendor’s motivations for getting noticed 
by other pedestrians becomes a way for the vendor to engage 
others, vendor-inspired arrangements engage others to notice by 
interpositioning changes in scale, movement, and degrees between 
concealment and open-ness. As an immediate response to spatial 
context, a practice of arranging makes use of noticing as a way to 
distinguish events from their surroundings, highlighting interiors 
that invite engagement. Noticing becomes a starting point from 
which other connections could be made.
C
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Henri Lefebvre observed, “the diversion 
and reappropriation of space are of 
great significance, for they teach us 
about the production of new spaces”.14  
As a method of research, Collecting 
and Arranging become a way to engage 
with space, rearranging to produce new 
connections between viewers, interiors 
and space. As different arrangements 
from a collection are generated within 
space, they invite engagement between 
the practitioner, viewer, time and space; 
they become implicated as participants 
in the production of “new spaces”. 
Engaging Space explores the diversions 
provided by arrangements (and 
rearrangements), and the “new spaces” 
that are produced. 
In describing the curiosity cabinet, 
art historian Barbara Maria Stafford 
observed the act of bringing together 
to “flatten hierarchies and invite new 
connections to spring up”, extending 
14. � �L��f��bvr���� H����ri. �  �The 
Production of Space. �Tr���s. �
Nic�o�so��-Smi���� �Do����d. �
UK: ����ckw���� �P�b�is�i����� �
1991. �p.167
collecting and arranging
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the “opportunity of inventing further 
relations”.15  How might a practice of 
arranging flatten hierarchies, enabling 
connections to be made between the 
collection and the spaces within which 
they are situated? The idea of amassing 
by gathering ‘things’ of similar themes 
has been an ongoing process within 
my research. In accumulating various 
spatial arrangements that have 
been noticed, I have found myself 
in a continual process of devising 
ways to re-assemble them in new 
arrangements. Collecting has opened 
up possibilities for finding parallels, 
and for shifts in emphasis between 
various threads of enquiry, generating 
various permutations to invite new 
connections. Here, I use the word 
permutation to privilege the act of 
arranging by alternating between sets 
of subjects within a group in response 
to spatial conditions.
15.  �S����ord�� ��rb�r� �  �
��ri�. �Devices of Wonder: 
From the World in a Box 
to Images on a Screen. Los �
A��������s: �G������ �R��s���rc� �
���s�i������� �2001�� �pp. �5-6
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The array of brooms, feather dusters, 
mops, scrubs and other cleaning 
paraphernalia appears to be more 
visible than the vendor peddling in 
front. His street-cry precedes his 
appearance. Witnessing a mobile 
exhibition of cleaning implements 
has a strange incongruity against the 
mix of residences and small shops 
selling a range of food and beauty 
products. The elderly gentleman 
dismounts to re-arrange some of his 
goods that may have become dislodged 
during the journey; the street-cries 
stop correspondingly. The vendor’s 
mobility allows him to operate 
opportunistically; it is a practice that, 
as described by Michel de Certeau, 
depends on chance opportunities, 
“seizing on the wing the possibilities 
that offer themselves at any given 
moment”.16  By appearing in different 
locations, the mobile arrangement 
of the vendor flattens hierarchies, 
enabling connections to be generated 
within changing contexts.17 
16.  d�� �C��r������� ��ic����. �
The Practice of Everyday 
Life. Tr���s. �R���d����� �
S���v����. �N��w �York: �
U��iv��rsi��� �of �C��ifor��i� �
Pr��ss�� �2003�� �p. �37
17.  ��owmik ���o���s ����� �
��ck �of ��p��rm�������� �b�i�� �
�p �s�r�c��r�� �from �w�ic� �
�o �s������ �r����d��rs �v����dors �
�s ���om�ds; �mobi�i��� ���o� �
o����� �provid��s �� �m�����s �
for ����� �v����dor ��o �op��r���� �
�����w���r���� �i� ���so ����ows �
����m ���xp��di����c�� �i�� �
movi��� �o��. ���owmik�� �
S��ri� �K. �‘S�r����� �V����dors �
i�� �Asi�: �A �R��vi��w’. �i�� �
Eco��omic ����d �Po�i�ic�� �
�����k����� �vo�. �40�� ���o. �22�� �
���� �28 �– �J����� �4�� �2005�� �
p. �2256. �
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A different vendor, with a markedly different arrangement, is 
encountered in a small car park beside the main road. The vendor 
steps out of his van with some plastic chairs and proceeds to 
unfold four fibreglass tables to face the van. Meanwhile, various 
popular melodies can be heard issuing from the speakers, 
attracting attention to his makeshift business. He rolls up the 
tarpaulin and unlatches the side of the van to reveal a hand-
painted price list: a combination of songs and drinks (alcoholic 
and otherwise). Above this, a television set sits atop a karaoke 
machine; two speakers are located on either side, and there is a 
shelf to the right. From the shelf, he removes two black box files 
containing lists of the songs from his collection of karaoke discs 
in plastic sleeves. He sets these on two of the nearest tables, along 
with pads and pencils, awaiting his first customers of the evening.
The karaoke vendor makes connections with various situations 
by varying the arrangement of his movable elements such as 
tables, chairs, and his van in relation to the conditions offered 
by the site (i.e. lighting, circulation, visibility, etc.). In taking out 
the movable elements contained in his van and arranging them 
in various permutations, the vendor responds to the spatial 
conditions of the site in a manner comparable to a spaceship 
landing in a new space, disgorging its contents to ‘find out more’ 
about its new surroundings. 
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In a series of exhibitions entitled 
Spacecraft, curator Suzie Attiwill 
uses the prefix ‘extra’ – referring for 
instance to the word extraterrestrial, 
to suggest the changing relationships 
between the momentary passing 
through of the objects and subjects as 
a series of encounters sited, sighted 
and cited within space.18  Attiwill 
writes of “extraspace” that is in excess 
of meaning: one where meaning is 
produced in “new spaces” – that which 
is made in the space between the 
object and viewer – where the affect 
“can only be made intelligible after the 
encounter”.19 
Collecting and arranging become ways 
of addressing various spatial contexts 
by serving as ‘extra’ – layers added 
to a space, imbuing it with different 
meanings, and inviting users into an 
encounter, to come inside to engage.20  
When expressed in terms of vendoring, 
they also suggest a means of arranging 
objects in ephemeral encounters before 
they are packed up and moved off. 
Within spaces, the interiors created are 
described by Christine McCarthy to be 
“transient”. She goes on to observe, 
18. � �Th�� id��� of ���� UFO�� �  �  �  �  �
or �U��id�����ifi��d �F���i��� �
Ob���c��� ��s �� �sp�c��cr�f� �is �
�s��d ��s �� �w��� �of ��si���i����� �
si�i��� ����d �ci�i����� ��o �
i��v��s�i����� ����� �r�����io��s�ip �
b���w������ �s�b���c� ����d �ob���c� �
i�� �� �s��ri��s �of �����co������rs. �
Th�� �vi��w��r �is �i��vi���d �
mom������ri��� �i���o ����� �
����co������r �wi�� ����� �ob���c� �
i�� �… �� �sp�c�� �… �cr�f���d �i�� �
p�r�ic���r �w���s.�� ���� ����r �
���x��� �A��iwi�� �disc�ss��s �
���� �word �‘��x�r�’ ��s �� �pr��fix �
(for �i��s����c���� ��o ����� �
words ���x�r����rr��s�ri�� �or �
��x�r�corpor����) ��o �s�����s� �
���� ��o��sid�� ����d �b����o��d�� �
d����o���d �b�� ����� �mom������r�� �
p�ssi���-��ro��� �of ����� �
ob���c�s �si���d �(ci���d�� �
si�����d ��s �w����) �i�� ����� �
��x�ibi�io��. �A��iwi���� �S�zi��. �
Spacecraft �0701. �Ex�ibi�io�� �
c����o����. ��o���s� �
U��iv��rsi��� ���s���m �of �
Ar�. �17 �J���� �– �25 �A���s� �
2001
19.  �Spacecraft�� ��s ���� �
i��vi���io�� ��o �cr�f� �sp�c���� �
��xp�or��s ������ �co������c�io�� �
b���w������ �ob���c��� �vi��w��r�� �
���d �sp�c�� �[w���r��] ����� �
mom����� �of �����co������r �
b��com��s �� �cr����iv�� �
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“interiority is temporal, because 
changes in its variables […] can cause 
the dissolution or the materialisation 
of interiorities”.21  The new spaces that 
are produced and subsequently re-
produced provide renewed suggestions 
of fresh connections between and 
through layers of hierarchies.
- -
How have these methods of 
engaging (i.e. Noticing, Collecting 
and Arranging) informed my 
understanding of the production of 
interiors on a broader context? As 
methods to research and document 
vendors’ engagements with space, these 
methods have led to explorations of 
vendoring as arrangements that adapt, 
opportunistically, to produce interiors. 
My practice of interior-making, 
as a continual process of noticing-
collecting-arranging, has been informed 
by the process of vendoring to produce 
transient interiors, where various ways 
of inhabitation – as means of engaging 
with space – can recur.
C
mom����� �of �i�����rioris��io����. �
As ������w �m�����i��� ���pp����s �
i�� ����� ���xc��ss���� ������w �sp�c��s�� �
c��� �b�� �prod�c��d �wi�� ����c� �
proc��ss �of ��rr������m������� �
����co������r ����d ��r���s���io��. �
S����: �A��iwi���� �Sp�c��cr�f� �
0701. �Ex�ibi�io�� �
c����o����. �S���� ���so: �
L��f��bvr���� �p.167
20.  �Ab��rcrombi�� �
d��scrib��s �o�r �����co������r �
wi�� ���� �i�����rior ��o �b�� ��� �
r��s��� �of ���� ������r���� �i���o �i��� �
� �mov��m����� �from �o��sid�� �
�o �i��sid����. �Ab��rcrombi���� �
S���������. �A �P�i�osop��� �
of �������rior �D��si���. �N��w �
York: �H�rp��r �& �Row�� �
1990. �p.5
21.  ��cC�r������ C�ris�i����. �  �
‘Tow�rd �� �D��fi��i�io�� �
of �������riori���’ �����m�� �
iss��� �Sp�c�� ����d �C����r��. �
������r����io���� �Jo�r���� �of �
Soci�� �Sp�c���� �vo�.8�� �iss��� �2�� �
���� �2005. �p.120
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Its present invents itself, 
from hour to hour […] 
The spectator can read in it a 
universe that is constantly exploding.
Michel de Certeau. ‘Walking in the City’ 22
Significant literary work can 
only come into being 
in a strict alternation between 
action and writing;
 it must nurture the inconspicuous 
forms that better fit its influence in 
active communities than does the 
pretentious, universal gesture of the book 
– in leaflets, brochures, articles, 
and placards. Only this prompt language 
shows itself actively equal to the moment.
Walter Benjamin. ‘Filling Station’ 23
22. � �d�� C��r�����. p. 91 �  �  �
23.  ��������mi�� ��o���s ���� �  �  �
i� �is �i�� ����� �sm��� �d����i�s �
o�� �w�ic� ����� �op��r��io�� �
of ����� �w�o��� �d��p����ds. �
�������mi�� �obs��rv��s ��o���� �
do��s ���o� ��o ��p ��o �� ���rbi���� �
���d �po�r �m�c�i���� �oi� �ov��r �
i�; �o���� ��pp�i��s �� ��i����� ��o �
�idd���� �spi��d���s ����d ��oi���s �
���� �o���� ���s ��o �k��ow.�� �
This �imp�i��s ���� �i���im���� �
k��ow���d��� �b�s��d �o�� ��c�iv�� �
i��vo�v��m������� �w�������r �
of ����� �s�r������� �or �wi�� �� �
pr�c�ic��. ��������mi���� �������r. �
One Way Street. Tr���s. �
J��p�co���� �Edm���d �& �
S�or���r�� �Ki���s�����. �Lo��do��: �
V��rso�� �1998. �p. �45. �
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The production of ’zines with 
the title some set in motion the 
practice of noticing and immediate 
documentation of what had been 
noticed. As an alternative device to 
published magazines and books, somes 
took the form of ’zines. This was a 
tactic to keep costs and quantities low; 
it also provided for immediacy and 
accessibility.24  The content of each 
’zine was influenced by concepts that 
occurred from the readings, or time 
spent within the street, observing, 
taking notes, and sometimes taking 
photographs. somes reflected spatial 
practices and ways of engaging with 
space; somes was also an exploration 
of ways to engage others by arranging 
what had been noticed to enable re-
viewing, discussions, circulation and 
speculations. 
24. � �’�i����s�� �bbr��vi����d �  �
from ����� �word �‘f���zi����’ �or �
‘m���zi����’ �is �commo����� �
d��fi����d ��s �� �sm��� �
circ����io���� ���o��-
comm��rci�� �p�b�ic��io�� �
of �s���f-p�b�is���d �work �i�� �
� �v�ri����� �of �form��s�� �from �
comp����r-pri�����d ����x� ��o �
comic ��o �����dwri������ ����x��� �
�s������ �p�o�o-copi��d.
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As in Benjamin’s quote encountered 
at the heading of this section, the 
’zines were a sort of “prompt language” 
showing itself to be “actively equal 
to the moment”.25  By not actively 
pursuing a specific topic, different 
perspectives of spatial practices were 
brought to the foreground in each 
some. These were digressive detours 
to investigate encounters of everyday 
arrangements in re-presented forms. 
As a way of drawing on my previous 
practice of layout design, the 
production of somes have subsequently 
drawn my attention to spatial practices 
that have made use of space to engage 
others. In ‘Filling Station’, Benjamin 
addressed the small details of prompt 
languages on which larger operations 
depend; somes were investigations 
of these small details.26  As a way 
of arranging to bring before the 
public, somes utilised the practice of 
publications to explore various aspects 
of engagement. 
25.  ��������mi��. �One Way 
Street. �p. �45
26.  ��bid.
some
Exploring ways to engage with what 
has been noticed
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some #1: Singapore | Melbourne 
contained observations and lines of 
comparison between the experience of 
the street in Melbourne and Singapore. 
Having lived in Melbourne for less 
than a month, the differences were 
stark and vivid. I was curious about 
how cultural differences affected 
perceptions of characteristics of 
the street. Having been effectively 
de-territorialised by the move from 
Singapore, the approach to design 
was to view the new surroundings as 
a process of  ‘de-sign’, freeing the mind 
from preconceived recognition of actual 
signs.27
27.  �D������z�� ���d G�����ri �  �  �
d��fi���� �d�����rri�ori��is��io�� �
�s ���� �o���oi��� �proc��ss �
of �fr����i��� �� �possibi�i��� �
or ���v����� �from �i�s ��c���� �
ori�i��s. � ���� �Som�� �#1�� �
��is �is ���xp�or��d �for �
i�s �co���rib��io�� �i�� �
posi�io��i��� �����co������rs �i�� �
���rms �of �simi��ri�i��s ����d �
di����r����c��s �for �comp�riso�� �
from ���� ����r�i��r ��oc��io�� �
(Si����por��) ��o ����o����r �
(����bo�r����). �D������z���� �
Gi����s �& �G�����ri�� �
F���ix. �Deleuze, Gilles 
& Guattari, Felix. A 
Thousand Plateaus..Tr���s. �
��ss�mi�� ��ri���. �Lo��do��: �
Co���i����m�� �2004�� �p. �96
some #1: Singapore | Melbourne
Spatial practices in Singapore and Melbourne, 
exploring their arrangement in juxtaposition
148x105 mm
Paper, ink, inkjet printer, XD card, digital camera
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some #1 set out exploring and documenting the process of 
balancing surprise and familiarity: treading between both by 
discussing various encounters, alternately, both in Singapore 
and Melbourne. The surprises were evidenced by differences in 
encounters between streets in both locations - for instance, the 
use of the grass slope in front of Melbourne’s State Library had 
no equivalent in terms of the use of public space in front of a 
landmark building in Singapore. For Italo Calvino, encounters 
within the space of the street are signs, 
repeated for the city to exist in our 
minds.28 This offered an interesting 
pattern from which to position the 
encounters within the street: re-
presenting the street in ways that 
would engage us to remember it. In 
some #1, the place and experience of 
both cities, Singapore and Melbourne, 
were compared for the kinds of spatial 
practices noticed within them.
Using the metaphor of a topographical 
surveyor, philosopher Jeff Malpas wrote 
on place and experience:
28.  ���� ���� s�or�� of �  �  �  �
‘Ci�i��s ����d �Si���s’�� �C��vi��o �
s�����s�s ����� �r��d���d���c�� �
of �m��mori��s ����d ���v���� �of �
���� ��c���� �ci��� �of ��irm�. �
H�� �wri���s�� ��Th�� �ci��� �is �
r��d���d����: �i� �r��p����s �i�s���f �
so ����� �som����i��� �wi�� �
s�ick �i�� ����� �mi��d. �[…] �
���mor�� �is �r��d���d����: �i� �
r��p����s �si���s �so ����� ����� �
ci��� �c��� �b���i�� ��o ���xis����� �
o����ri��� �r��p���i�io�� ��s ���� �
�����r����iv���� ���ki��� �ov��r �
w��� �is �r��m��mb��r��d �of �
����co������rs �wi��i�� ����� �
s�r�����s. �C��vi��o�� �����o. �
‘Ci�i��s �& �Si���s �2’. ���� �
���visib��� �Ci�i��s. �Tr���s. �
����v��r�� ��i��i�m. �Gr���� �
�ri��i��: �Vi������� �C��ssics�� �
1974. �p. �19
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Only by measurement of 
distance and angle, by repeated 
triangulation and traverse, can 
a picture of the topography of 
the region be built up. For such 
a surveyor, there is nowhere 
outside of the region itself from 
which an accurate topographical 
picture can be obtained. It 
is thus precisely through the 
surveyor’s active involvement with 
the landscape that an accurate 
mapping is made.29
The topography of the street and its 
encounters can be understood in terms 
of their interrelations – evident from 
one’s repeated and active engagement 
from within it. Malpas’ idea of  ‘active 
involvement’ denotes a condition of 
being immersed in the street with its 
terrain and the practices. Walking, as 
a form of active involvement, enables 
the walker to notice visual signs and 
distractions within street space. The 
position of a topographical surveyor 
cannot be static; only by repeated 
traversal can the surveyor 
29. � ����p�s’ �opo�r�p�ic�� �  �
s�rv����or �is ���ss�����i����� �� �
w��k��r�� �d��scrib��d ��o ��r����� �
pri��cip����� �o�� �����odo�i��� �
���d �c��i���� �� ��ood ������� ����d �
����d�� ����d �� �s�ro��� �p�ir �
of �����s.�� ����p�s�� �J������ �E. �
Place and experience. A 
philosophical topography. 
C�mbrid���: �C�mbrid��� �
U��iv��rsi��� �Pr��ss�� �1999. �
p. �40
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understand the street in terms of the 
interrelations between its elements 
and spatial practices.30 In addition to 
this understanding, walking suggests 
a reading of the street in what de 
Certeau terms as its repetitively 
inventive and “constantly exploding” 
state, offering an awareness of 
surrounding occurrences.31 
The images used in some #1 – taken 
during walks in the streets of Singapore 
and Melbourne, were juxtaposed, with 
each spread alternately featuring images 
from each city. This juxtaposition 
flattened cultural, geographical and 
ethnographic hierarchies, allowing 
“new attachments [and relations] to 
spring up”.32 The phrase ‘too much 
surprise, and the novelty wears off ’ 
was used in some #1 to describe the 
process of negotiating between wonder 
and familiarity to read ‘new relations’ 
into spatial noticings.33 Spaces that 
are continually re-presented in ‘new’ 
ways and engaged with are less likely 
30.  �bid.
31.  d�� �C��r����� �dr�ws �o�r �
��������io�� ��o ����� �co���r�s� �
b���w������ �� �p��rso�� ��ooki��� �
dow�� �o�� �� �ci��� �from ����� �
�op �of �� �sk��scr�p��r ����d ����� �
w��k��rs �of ����� �ci����� �w�ic� �
��� ����rms ����� ��ordi���r�� �
pr�c�i�io����rs�� �of ����� �ci���. �
d�� �C��r�����. �pp. �91-93
32.  �S����ord�� pp. 5-6 �  �
33. � �R����rdi��� ��� �  �
i�����d��io�� �of �����co������r��d �
si���s�� ��rc�i���c� �P�����r �
Smi�� �wri���s �of ���ov������ �
b��comi��� ��s�rprisi������ �
co��s����� ��mo��� �� �
��r��� �co��s����s�s �of ����� �
pop����io���� ��s �i��fi��i������ �
v�ri�b��� �bo���d�ri��s �
of �����co������rs �wi��i�� �
���� ��rb��� �r����m ��r�� �
�d�����rmi����d �b�� ���xp��ri����c�� �
���d �p��rso����i���.�� ��� �m��� �
b�� �diffic��� ��o �co���i����� �
�o �b�� ���c�iv����� �i��vo�v��d�� �
wi�� �o����’s �s�rro���di���s �
w����� �� �vi��w��r �b��com��s �
�cc�s�om��d ��o �v�ri�bi�i��� �
���d �c�������. �Th�� ���ov������ �of �
s�rpris���� �fo��owi��� �Smi���� �
c��� �b�� �s�s��i����d ��s �o����r �
�ppro�c���s ��r�� �d��vis��d �
�o �co���i�������� ���������� �
wi�� ����� �sp�c�� �of ����� �
s�r�����. �Smi���� �P�����r�� �F. �The 
Dynamism of Urbanism. �
Lo��do��: �H��c�i��so���� �
1974�� �p. �43
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to wear out the novelty of  ‘surprise’. For example, room was moor 
spelt backwards, and with correspondingly opposite meanings 
to match. By deliberate attempts to juxtapose images, words and 
meanings to generate new connections, the layout of some #1 
became a narrative of memories of Singapore and new noticings 
of Melbourne.
C 
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some #2: Personal Universe
To invite imaginings of inhabitation from the outside
148x105 mm
Paper, ink, inkjet printer, XD card, digital camera
some #2: Personal Universe was a 
montage of handwritten narratives 
from my childhood superimposed 
on the imagery of houses. This 
was inspired after reading Gaston 
Bachelard’s The Poetics of Space. This 
account of inhabited space was a highly 
personal one, based on the personal 
interaction and memories within 
it.34  some #2 experimented with the 
superimposition of fragments from my 
own childhood memories over images 
of houses (taken from the Melbourne 
suburb of Notting Hill) as a tactic to 
‘inhabit’ them from the outside. This 
tactic of re-arrangement explored 
two things: first, the relationship 
between stories and place; second, the 
indeterminate nature of opportunistic 
temporal inhabitations.
34.  ���c�����rd ��o���d ���� �  �  �
i�� ��wri�i��� �or �r���di��� �� �
room���� ����� �r���d��r �w�o �is �
r���di��� ����� �d��scrip�io�� �
of ����� �room ������v��s �o�� �
r���di��� ����d �s��r�s ��o �
��i��k �of �som�� �p��c�� �i�� �
�is �ow�� �p�s�.�� �This �c��� �
b�� �r�������d ��o �d�� �C��r�����’s �
obs��rv��io�� �of ��ow �� ����x� �
mi��� �b�� �i����bi���d�� ���ik�� �
� �r�������d ��p�r�m����� �... �
borrow��d �for �� �mom����� �b�� �
� ��r���si������� ��s ����� �r���d��r’s �
i�����rpr�����io��s �b���i�� ��o �
�s�ip �i���o ����� �����or’s �
p��c����. �S����: ���c�����rd�� �
G�s�o��. �The Poetics of 
Space. �Tr���s. �Jo��s�� ���ri�. �
�os�o��: �����co�� �Pr��ss�� �
1969�� �p.14 �S���� ���so: �d�� �
C��r�����. �p. �xxi
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The cover of some #2 showed the front 
of someone’s house; flipping over the 
cover revealed the first of the images, a 
postbox leading to someone’s driveway. 
Leading the reader past the driveway 
and into the space of the house just 
tantalizingly left out of the image, this 
invited the reader to ‘inhabit’ the space. 
Architect Stanley Abercrombie noted 
that approaching an interior implies 
an action “as a result of movement 
from outside to inside”, a stepping 
through an entrance.35  In this case, 
as the reader moved inwards from the 
‘outside’ of the ’zine, he/she would be 
repeatedly left ‘outside’ for the entire 
length of some #2 with a collection of 
handwritten text depicting fragments 
of memories; there was not a single 
image with an interior of the houses 
shown. This tactic encourages the 
reader to imagine ways in which 
to inhabit the interior of the house 
pictured through the superimposed 
story of the text. By departing from 
the expectation of ‘leading inside’ the 
house, some #2 worked to set the reader 
off on a different trajectory to invite 
readings from the outside.
C
35. � �Ab��rcrombi���� p.5 �
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some #3: Us and The City
Place versus space: walking as a pedestrian’s   
 immediate spatial practice
148x105 mm
Paper, ink, XD card, digital camera, photocopy  machine
some #3: Us and The City worked through several issues: the 
notion of  ‘place versus space’, meanings of a city and its streets 
to its users, and the idea of anonymity in exchanges within the 
crowded spaces of the city. With a mixture of handwriting, 
printed text and images, some #3 explored the pedestrian 
practices of walking in the city, questioning the qualities of the 
space as well as the anonymity afforded by the public city street. 
In some #3, I had observed that the differences between each 
person – given the anonymity offered by masses – were negligible 
as ‘in the city we are all the same’. 
I had observed that ‘the city becomes a piece of real estate whose 
value is not merely in economics’, acknowledging the latent 
meaning beyond the services provided by the city. In some #3, 
the city was approached as a space that offers up possibilities 
for reading and re-interpreting various meanings. The term 
“vagabondage”, used by philosopher Edward Casey, 
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was borrowed as a fascinating term 
to describe the spatial practices of the 
street, proceeding in a “polyvocality of 
directions”.36 
The main issue with wandering, 
walking as a pedestrian’s immediate 
spatial practice, and Casey’s term 
“vagabondage” was to highlight the 
multiple ongoing possibilities of 
negotiating a city’s streets. When 
pausing to notice, the experience of 
the walker is described by Fisher as a 
rearrangement within “a pattern that 
we feel confident that we know”.37  As a 
space of noticing, the street continually 
re-presents itself to the walker 
suggesting meanings to be read and re-
read into their surroundings.
C
36.  D������z�� ����d �G�����ri �
wro��� �of ����� �co���i����� �
proc��ss �of ������o�i��io�� �
�i��ki��� ��smoo���� ����d �
�s�ri����d�� �sp�c��: �wi�� �
o���� �b��comi��� ����� �o����r. �
Th���� �wro��� ����o��i��� �is �
��v��r �do���� �wi��: �smoo�� �
sp�c�� ����ows �i�s���f ��o �b�� �
s�ri����d�� ����d �s�ri����d �
sp�c�� �r��imp�r�s �� �smoo�� �
sp�c����. �C�s������ �fo��owi��� �
D������z�� ����d �G�����ri’s �
dis�i��c�io��s �of �smoo�� �
���d �s�ri����d �sp�c��s�� �
w����� �o�� ��o �comm����� �o�� �
�v���bo��d�������� �w���r�� �
smoo�� �sp�c�� ����ows ��for �
w���d��ri��� ����d �drif�i��� �
b���w������ �r���io��s �i��s����d �
of �movi��� �s�r�i��� ������d �
b���w������ �fix��d �poi���s.�� �S����: �
C�s������ �Edw�rd �S. �The Fate 
of Place. A Philosophical 
History. ���rk��������� �
C��ifor��i�: �U��iv��rsi��� �of �
C��ifor��i� �Pr��ss�� �1998. �p. �
304. �S���� ���so: �D������z���� �
Gi����s �& �G�����ri�� �
F���ix. �A Thousand 
Plateaus. Capitalism  and 
Schizophrenia�� �pp. �526-528
37. � �R���rr������m�����s �
�r�� �of����� ���o�ic��d �b�� �
����ir �disco���i���i��� �i�� �
��xp��c���d �p�����r��s; �for �
i��s����c���� �����co������ri��� �� �
c���d��-s������r �i�� ����� �mids� �
of �� �b�s�� �w��kw���. �Fis���r �
obs��rv��s �����co������rs �of �
�mom������r�� �s�rpris�� �[�o �
b��] ���x�r� �ordi���r���� ����d �
�����xp��c���d��; ��o �prod�c�� �
wo��d��r. �Fis���r�� �P�i�ip. �
Wonder, the Rainbow, 
and the Aesthetics of Rare 
Experiences. �C�mbrid���: �
H�rv�rd �U��iv��rsi��� �Pr��ss�� �
1998�� �p. �57 �
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some #4: Ways to use a chair
Different ways of engaging with a common item
148x105 mm
Paper, ink, inkjet printer, XD card, digital camera, 
foldable chair, flatmate as model
some #4: Ways to use a chair explored 
the tension existing between the 
intended and eventual use of a 
common item of furniture. This 
was then projected back into an 
understanding of how a ‘common 
space’ might also, as in the case of 
the chair, be made use of in different, 
unpredicted ways. As observed 
succinctly by de Certeau, “what is 
counted is what is used, not the ways of 
using.”38  In order to investigate other 
uses for a plastic foldable chair, my 
flatmate (a performance artist) and I 
devised various characters that might 
have very different impressions of how 
a chair could function. 
38. � �d�� C��r������� p. 35 �  �  �
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39.  ���� ���� c��p���r �  �  �
�i����d �‘Acc��������io��: �
���� ���xpr��ssiv�� �word’�� �
S����is��vsk�� �wro��� �of ���� �
�cc����� �o�� �words ��s ������ �
��ird �impor����� ������m����� �
of �sp����c��� ��f���r �p��s��s ����d �
i���o����io��s ��s ��i� �s��rv��s �
�p �� �word �o�� �� �s��v��r��. �
S����is��vsk�� �d��scrib��d �
���� �� �s���������c�� �wo��d �b�� �
of ����o �si���ific���c���� �if ���� �
���� �words �w��r�� ��cc�������d �
i��discrimi��������� �wi��o�� �
� �b�sis �for ����� �s�r��ss. �
S����is��vsk���� �Co��s�����i��. �
Building a Character. �
Tr���s. � �H�p�ood�� �
E�iz�b���� �R������o�ds. �
Lo��do��: ������������� �1981. �
pp. �149-172. �
40.  �S����is��vsk���� p. 152 �  �
This exercise was inspired by 
Russian theatre director Constantin 
Stanislavsky’s method for actors to 
repeat the same phrase, each time 
accenting a word differently to produce 
different meanings from the same 
phrase.39  In making use of the chair 
for purposes other than its ‘intended’ 
function of being sat on, the variations 
of uses accented the chair, articulating 
it by attaching fresh connotations to 
the meaning of a chair.
Stanlislavsky encouraged the 
characterisation of a noun by accenting 
– “painting” the character in the 
accenting of the word. He went on to 
warn, though, that it is not in the way a 
word is said, as it is in “how others will 
hear and absorb it.”40  How might 
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a space be accented by adding different meanings and uses to it? 
What kinds of new meanings could be produced by engaging 
with spaces in different ways?
In some #4, “different users, yet more uses” was used to describe 
an approach to making use of spaces in ways that privileged the 
user. The space (or item of furniture, in this case) with which the 
user engages no longer remains separate from the user. Projecting 
from de Certeau’s quote, what is counted is the space that is used, 
and not the ways of engaging with it. Ways to use a chair explored 
ways to engage in various different ways from what had been 
‘intended’.
C
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some #5: Inspiring Curiosity
Exploring spatial practices as ways to make others 
careful and inquisitive
148x105 mm
Paper, ink, inkjet printer, XD card, digital camera
some #5: Inspiring Curiosity presented 
spaces in Singapore, contrasting the 
value of unsanctioned activities such 
as the operation of street vendors 
against the highly organised and 
planned surroundings. This led to the 
notion of personal exchanges within a 
public domain; questioning the idea of 
exchanges on personal levels in contrast 
to the public-ness and impersonal 
nature of the streets in Singapore. 41 
In order to ‘enliven’ the streets, the 
Singapore Government has only 
recently sanctioned street vending as a 
legal activity.42  Within the climate of 
control in Singapore, some #5 looked 
at the discontinuity provided by spatial 
practices within an ongoing pattern of 
same-ness in the streets, investigating 
41.  ���� ���� co���ro����d �  �  �
����viro��m����� �of �Si����por���� �
����r�� ��r�� �form�� ����ow���c��s �
for �‘���s���c�io����d’ ��c�ivi�i��s �
i�� ����� �form �of ��ic����s��d �
v����dors; �p��rmi�s ��r�� ���so �
r��q�ir��d �for ������ �form �
of �pro���s� �i�� ����� �s�r�����s. �
Th�� �Si����por����� �s�r����� �
��s ��o �b�� ����d��rs�ood �i�� �
r�����io�� ��o �� �fr�m��work �
of �s�r�����ic �co���ro�. �As �
� �sp��i�� �pr�c�ic�� �wi��i�� �
���� �s�r������� �v����dori��� �
�����o�i����s �wi��i�� ���is �
fr�m��work �of �co���ro��� �
���owi��� �i��divid���s ��o �
r���d �����ir �ow�� �m�����i���s �
i�� ��ppropri��io��s ����d �
r��-�ppropri��io��s �of �s�r����� �
sp�c��.
42.  �As p�r� of ���� �  �  �  �
Si����por�� �Gov��r��m�����’s �
i�����rv�����io�� ��o �c����r ����� �
v����dors �o�� ����� �s�r����� �i�� �
���� �1960s�� �
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these as means of actively engaging 
other street users to pause and notice 
out of curiosity.
In their collection of essays titled 
Spatial Practices, urban theorists Helen 
Liggett and David Perry approached 
the city as an entity transformed over 
time. Following sociologist Henri 
Lefebvre’s notion of social space as 
a social product, Liggett and Perry 
explored urban space as a mode of 
social production rather than as 
a social product.  How might the 
practice of vendoring – licensed or 
otherwise, be understood as a mode 
of production rather than as a social 
product?43 I found Liggett’s definition 
of spatial practice of involving “everyday 
social/spatial patterns of people in 
particular places” particularly useful 
to my understanding of space, as it 
addressed immediate concerns from 
the perspectives of the users.44  
���� �c������ �����viro��m����� �
of ����� �‘��wk��r �c�����r��’ �
w�s �provid��d ��s �� �
p��c�� �w���r�� �form��r��� �
����ic����s��d �food �v����dors �
���d �����ir �c�s�om��rs �
co��d �co���r�������. �
‘H�wk��r �c�����r��s’ �spr���� �
�p �d�ri��� ����� �p��riod �
of �r�pid ��rb���iz��io�� �
i�� ����� �1950-60s. ��i�� �
�m����i�i��s �s�c� ��s �c������ �
w����r �from �� ���p�� ����d �
fix��d �s����s ����d ���b���s�� ����� �
��wk��r �c�����r�� �provid��d �
r�����iv����� �����i����ic �food ��� �
i����xp����siv�� �pric��s. �Th��s�� �
��wk��r �c�����r��s �������r��d �
�o�������r �form��r��� �mobi��� �
food �v����dors ����d �s�i�� �
s��rv�� ��s �m�����i��� �poi���s �
for �m����� �Si����por�����s �
�od���. �Th�� �p�b�ic �sp�c��s �
of �Si����por�� �s����m ��o �
b�� �c�����������d ��ow�rds �
‘comm���i���-b�i�di���’�� �
w���r�� �r��sid�����s ��r�� �dr�w�� �
o�� �of �����ir ��om��s ��o �
i��d����� �i�� �� �proc��ss �of �
‘��xc�������’. �
43.  �For Li������ ���d �  �  �
P��rr���� �‘sp��i�� �pr�c�ic��’ �is �
si������d ��s �� ��������r��iv�� �
�ppro�c� �i�� �w�ic� �� �
mix��r�� �of �sp�c���� �id��o�o��� �
���d �r��pr��s�������io�� ��r�� �
imp�ic����d. �Li�������� �H������� �
& �P��rr���� �D�vid �
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To position curiosity as a force 
within spatial practices of the street, 
let us return to the title ‘Inspiring 
curiosity’: what kinds of responses 
might curiosity inspire? As a social 
space, the street is not designated, per 
se, for curiosity; rather, it is what the 
users – as practised traversers of street 
space, make of it that is able to inspire 
curiosity. To draw from the etymology 
of the word ‘curious’ meaning careful 
and inquisitive: what is the value of 
‘being careful and inquisitive’ within 
a spatial practice? Or, deriving even 
further from its Latin root word ‘cura’ 
meaning care, the question could be 
asked in a clearer way: how might an 
interior practitioner work to cause 
others to care, or to be careful and 
inquisitive about the experience of 
an interior? The role of vendoring, 
as a spatial practice, is co-related 
to curiosity in the various kinds of 
engagements it enables, arranging in 
ways to flatten hierarchies to generate 
new connections.
C
(��ds.) �Spatial Practices. 
Critical Explorations in 
Social/Spatial Theory. 
Tho�s���d �O�ks: �SAGE �
P�b�ic��io��s�� �1995. �p. �viii
44.  �Th�� ���d��rs����di��� �  �
of �sp��i�� �pr�c�ic��s �i�� �
��is �r��s���rc� �is �b�s��d �o�� �
�rb��� �����oris� �H������� �
Li������’s �d��fi��i�io���� ��sp��i�� �
pr�c�ic��s ���v�� ��o �do �wi�� �
���� ���v��r��d��� �soci��/sp��i�� �
p�����r��s �of �p��op��� �i�� �
p�r�ic���r �p��c��s��. �Li�������� � �
p. �249
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some #6: Inhabitants of our city
Imagining spatial practices and engagements   
 formed
148x105 mm
Paper, laser printer
The fictitious inhabitants of 
an equally fictitious city featured in 
some #6: Inhabitants of our city were 
characters inspired by architect John 
Hejduk’s work in the Lancaster/
Hanover Masque.45  How might 
spatial practices affect – or even 
unwittingly choreograph – the kinds 
of engagements that are formed within 
a space shared by various users? In 
his analysis of Hejduk’s Masque, Van 
den Bergh projected the term ‘chora’ 
upon it, describing it as a “matrix 
[…] in which things, prior to being 
determined have no identity or sense”.46 
The imaginary community of some 
#6 explored the intertwining nature 
of spatial practices and the mobile 
relationships of the engagements they 
produced within space. 
45.  �D�ri��� ���� fif��������� �  �  �
�o �s��v������������� �c������ri��s�� �
���� ���sq��� �flo�ris���d ��s �
� �form �of �f��s�iv���� �dr�m��ic �
�������r��i��m����� �i�� �E�rop�� �
– �����d �mos���� ��� ����� �co�r�s �
of �w�������� �p��ro��s. �A�so �
k��ow�� ��s �� �m�sq���r�d���� �
or �� �m�sk��d �b����� �i� �w�s �
��� ���v����� ����� �p�r�icip����s �
�������d��d �i�� �cos��m���� �
�s������ �w���ri��� �� �m�sk ��o �
�id�� �����ir �id�����i���. �H���d�k �
m�d�� ��s�� �of ���is �proc��ss �
of �‘f�bric����d �id�����i���’ �i�� �
�is �work�� ����� �L���c�s���r/
H���ov��r ���sq����� ��s �� �
m�����s �of �i��v��s�i���i��� �
���� �q���i��� ����d �ord��r �
wi��i�� �v�rio�s �forms �of �
i����bi�i��� �wi��i�� �� ��iv���� �
sp�c��. ���� ��is �work�� ����� �
poi��� �of �d��p�r��r�� �is �� �
R�r�� �F�rm �Comm���i����� �
w���r�� �H���d�k �d��si�����d �
� �s��ri��s �of ����o��omo�s �
�rc�i���c��r�� ������m�����s �
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�s �pros�����ic ��ob���c�s�� �
corr��spo��di��� ��o ����c� �
i��divid��� ��s�b���c��� ���� ���s �
im��i����d ��o �i����bi� �wi��i�� �
���� �sp�c�� �of ����� �F�rm. �
D��c� ��rc�i���c� ��im �
v��� �d���� ����r�� ���xp��i����d �
H���d�k’s ���rc�i���c��r�� �
of �i����bi�i����� ����� �sp�c�� �
�s ��� �co��fi��r��io�� �of �
i�����r�wi��i����� �i�����r�c�i��� �
p�r�s; �� �d�����mic �w�o��� �
co��sis�i��� �of �‘ob���c�s’ ����d �
‘s�b���c�s’ �i�� �co���i���o�s�� �
���pr��dic��b����� �s���f-
d�����rmi����d �mov��m�������. �
S����: �V��� �d���� �
���r���� ��im. �‘�c�r�s’ �
Am�z��m������� �or �Th�� �
���rix �of �Cross��d �
D��s�i��i��s’. ���� �H���d�k�� �
Jo��� �Lancaster/Hanover 
Masque. �Lo��do��: �
Arc�i���c��r�� �Associ��io���� �
1992. �p.83
46.  �V��� d���� ���r�� �  �  �
���rib����d ����� ����rm �
‘c�or�’ �(�i���r�����: �sp�c��) ��o �
J��i� �Kris���v�’s ��s��mio�ic �
c�or���. �Th�� ����rm �i�s���f�� �
d��riv��d �from �P���o’s �
Timaeus�� �forms ����� �roo� �
for �‘c�or��o�r�p���’ �- �w���r�� �
c�or��o�r�p�ic �mov��m����� �
is ��r�ic������d ��s �� �mobi��� �
s��� �of �r�����io��s�ips �wi��i�� �
sp�c��. �
The idea of having characters 
within the city crossing paths, whether 
unexpectedly or otherwise, alludes to 
the kinds of unpredicted encounters 
within street space. In some #6, the 
notion of encounters, intertwining 
trajectories, and inhabitants within a 
space were investigated for the kinds 
of engagements within space, where 
characters and various situations of 
their encounters were imagined, and 
subsequently projected as a series of 
overlapping narratives. These became 
interdependent stories of spatial 
practices woven together as the reader 
engaged them in the space between 
pages. 
Inhabitants of our city projected 
various spatial practices, and, as an 
engaging space, it engaged the reader’s 
imagination into the kinds of spaces 
formed and inhabited by its characters.
C
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some #7: LinJiang Street
Engaging with daily spatial transformation
1189x841 mm
Paper, ink, inkjet printer, XD card, digital camera
47.  ���� �‘Th�� �S�or���������r’�� �
������r ��������mi�� ���q�����s �
���� ��bi�i��� ��o ������ �s�ori��s �
�o ������ ��bi�i��� ��o ���xc������� �
��xp��ri����c��s.�� �Th��s�� �
��xp��ri����c��s ��r�� �dr�w�� �
from �� �so�rc�� �wi�� ����� �
ori�������io�� �for �pr�c�ic�� �
i�����r��s�s���� �co����i��i��� ���i����r �
op������� �or �cov��r������ �som�� �
�s��f�� �co���s��� �i�� ����� �form �
of �� ��propos���� �co��c��r��i��� �
��� ���v��r-���fo�di��� �s�or�� �
for ����� ��is�������r. ��������mi���� �
������r. �Illuminations. �Ed. �
Ar����d��� �H������� �& �Tr���s. �
�o����� �H�rr��. �N��w �York: �
Sc�ock���� ��ooks�� �1969. �pp. �
83-86
some #7 explored ways of arranging 
to recount the daily transformation 
of LinJiang Street, Taipei, from 
its daylight hours incarnation to a 
night-market. Images were recorded 
with a time-stamp, and handwritten 
annotations accompanied each 
image to narrate the process of 
transformation. 
The practice of telling stories was 
explored in some #7 as a means for 
arranging recollections for others to 
encounter.47 The difference, Benjamin 
distinguished, between a story and 
the impersonal dissemination of 
information, is in the preservation of 
its meaning to enable its release even 
after a long period of time.48 
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How might a personal recollection 
be arranged in a way to produce 
engagement with an ongoing spatial 
transformation? Of the manner in 
which to retell stories, he goes on to 
suggest:
… that slow piling one on top of the 
other of thin, transparent layers […] 
constitutes the most appropriate picture 
of the way in which the perfect narrative is 
revealed through the layers of a variety of 
retellings.49 
At A0-dimensions of 1,189x841 mm, 
some #7 was folded ten times into an 
A5 pocket-sized booklet (210x148 
mm) reminiscent of a travel map. Like 
a palimpsest - stories, encounters, 
directions, places and meanings, both 
written and imagined - could be piled 
one on top of the other, inviting a 
reader to inhabit it temporarily “like a 
rented apartment”.50  Three aspects of 
some #7 existed simultaneously: as an 
original, a re-presentation, as well as a 
site for more imaginings.
48.  ��������mi��. �
Illuminations�� �pp. �89-90
49. � ��������mi��. �
Illuminations�� �p. �92
50.  �Th�� id��� of m�����i��� �  �  �  �
b��i��� �r���d �i���o �� ����x��� �
or �im������ �or �����co������r �
is �b�s��d �o�� �d�� �C��r�����’s �
d��scrip�io�� �of �� ����x� ��s �
b��i��� ����bi��b����� ��ik�� �� �
r�������d ��p�r�m�������. �H�� �
obs��rv��d ����� �r���d��r �
�o �i����bi� ����� ����x��� �
��r���sformi��� ����o����r �
p��rso��’s �prop��r��� �i���o �
� �sp�c�� �borrow��d �for �� �
mom����� �b�� �� ��r���si��������� �
w���r�� ����� �r���d��r’s �wor�d �
�s�ips �i���o ����� �����or’s �
p��c����. �d�� �C��r�����. �p. �xxi
51. � ��K�mis�ib�i�� or �  �
‘p�p��r �������r��’ �[w�s] ���� �
���r�i��r ��r�di�io�� �of �vis��� �
s�or�������i���. �K�mis�ib�i �
w�s �p�r�ic���r��� �J�p�����s��. �
[…] �Th�� �k�mis�ib�i �m��� �
wo��d ��r�v��� ��ro���d ����� �
ci��� �o�� ��is �bic��c����� �o�� ����� �
b�ck �of �w�ic� ���� �c�rri��d �
pic��r��s �mo������d �o�� �
c�rds. ������� ���� ��rriv��d ��� �
� �s�i��b��� �p�rk �or �s�r����� �
cor����r�� ���� �wo��d �b���� �
wood���� �b�ocks ��o�������r ��o �
���r�c� ���� ���di����c��. �Th������ �
�s ����� �c�i�dr���� �������r��d�� �
��� �wo��d �s���
�p ��is �c�rds ����d�� �wi�� �
����s�� �pic��r��s ����d ��is �ow�� �
�r�f�� ����rr��io���� �b����i��� �
�is ���di����c�� �
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By transporting cardboard props from 
one street to another in a box attached 
to his bicycle, the Japanese candy-
vendor tells stories at various locations 
to sell his candy. The Kamishibai-shi 
fuses the practice of story telling to the 
practice of vendoring.51 Inspired by 
the practice of Kamishibai-shi, some 
#7 attempted to combine the practice 
of story telling to the idea of a journey 
by inviting readers to engage with the 
images and annotations to weave a 
story of daily spatial transformation. As 
an arrangement of space to engage, the 
map-like quality of some #7: LinJiang 
Street implicates readers to become 
storytellers. The reader becomes a 
participant in the production of space 
in which he/she is engaged – and of a 
space that has engaged him/her.
C
wi�� ���os� �s�ori��s�� �f�ir�� �
s�ori��s�� �s�m�r�i �s�ori��s�� �
s�r�c��ri��� �����m ��ik�� �
so�p �op��r�s �i�� ����� ���v��r�� �
��pisod�� �����d��d �wi�� �� �
c�i��-�������r. �A ��ood �
k�mis�ib�i �m��� ���w���s �
���f� ��is ���di����c�� ������r�� �
for ��is �����x� �visi�. �[…] ����� �
r���� �poi��� �of �k�mis�ib�i �
w�s ��o �s���� �sw�����s. �Th�� �
p��rform��r �w�s �prim�ri��� �
� �c���d�� �v����dor �w�o �
�s��d ��is �s�ori��s ��o ����r�c� �
c�s�om��rs.�� �S����: �C�r������ �
P�����r. �Wrong about Japan. �
N��w �So��� ������s: �
R���dom �Ho�s�� �A�s�r��i� �
P��� �L�d�� �2004. �pp. �83-
84. �Th�� �pr�c�ic�� �of ����� �
k�mis�ib�i-s�i �is �o�� ����� �
v��r��� �of �b��comi��� �obso������ �
wi��i�� ����� �s�r�����s �of �
Tok��o. �A��o����r ���xc��������� �
�r�ic��� �o�� �o���� �of ����� �f��w �
r��m�i��i��� �k�mis�ib�i-
s�i�� �i�� �J�p��� ��od��� �c��� �
b�� �fo���d �o���i����. �S���� �
��so: �<���p://pi���m��.
�p/2006/11/06/kids-�ov��-
��o�-s�or��-�����i���-m���/>� �
vi��w��d �20 �Apri� �2007.
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Exploring length, scale, and repetition as aspects 
within arrangements to engage attention
1,200x4,700 mm
Paper, double-sided tape, inkjet printer
52.  �His�ori��� L��wis �  �
��mford �obs��rv��d ����� �
���� �S�m��ri��� �id��o�r�m �
for ����� �m�rk���p��c�� �w�s �� �
‘Y’ �– �i��dic��i��� �p��r��ps �
���� �id��� ����� �� �m�rk��� �
for �����d�i��� ��oc�� �b�r���r �
occ�rr��d ��� ����� �����c��r�� �
of ��r�ffic �ro����s. �This �
d����o���d �� �‘prop��r’ �p��c�� �
for �����co������ri��� �m�rk���s. �
���s����d �of �� �‘prop��r’ �p��c�� �
�� ����� �Y-co��fl�����c�� �of �
�r�ffic �ro����s�� �c����c�� �
m�����i���s �wi�� �v����dors �
w��r�� �c�rio�s ����d ���d ��o �
b�� �c����c��d ��po�� �b��c��s�� �
������ �occ�rr��d ����s��w���r�� �
– �o��sid�� �of �� �s���c�io����d �
m�rk���p��c��. ���mford�� �
L��wis. �The City in History. �
Gr���� ��ri��i��: �P������i�� �
�ooks�� �1961�� �p. �89
Undulations explored the 
contribution of repetition, scale and 
length to an arrangement. At 4.7 
metres, the length of Undulations was 
intended to draw the viewer forward, 
expressing the idea of the street as a 
conduit. While I walked faced forward, 
a sideway glance revealed a multitude 
of street vendors; this was re-presented 
in Undulations in the form of images 
of vendors repeated at random 
throughout its length. The images in 
Undulations were taken from Taiwan, 
where unplanned, small-scale economic 
exchange transformed the street into an 
impromptu marketplace.52
Undulations
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53. � ���c�����rd wro��� �  �
���� ����� ��causality of 
smallness �s�irs �o�r �
s����s��s�� �b�� �i��vo�vi��� ���� �
�i��v��rsio�� �of �p��rsp��c�iv���� �
i�� �ord��r ��o ����d��rs����d ����� �
�co���r�dic�io�� �… �i�� ����� �
siz�� �of ����� �sp�c�� �i��vo�v��d.�� �
��c�����rd. �p. �149
54. � �������r��s�i�������� ���� �  �
�����mo�o��� �of ����� �word �
‘im��i����’ �s���ms �from ����� �
word �imago�� �or �im����. �
Ymaginaire �w�s �firs� �
r��cord��d ��o ��pp���r �circ� �
1340�� �r��f��rri��� ��o ������ �
f�c����� �of ����� �mi��d �w�ic� �
forms ����d �m���ip������s �
im����s.�� ���� �O�d �Fr����c� �
imaginer �m�����s ����� �
proc��ss ���o �form �� �m������� �
im���� �of ���� �w�i��� ����� �L��i�� �
imaginare �m�����s ���o �form �
��� �im���� �of�� �r��pr��s�����.�� �
S����: ���c�����rd. �p. �175 �
S���� ���so: �<���p://www.
�����o���i����.com/i��d��x.
p�p?���rm=im��i����>��� �
vi��w��d �o�� �07 �J����� �2007
Inspired by the vendor-ly activity 
flanking both sides of the street I 
was walking through, Undulations 
investigated ways of inviting 
engagement by diminishing the 
boundary brought about by issues of 
scale. How might a change in scale 
attract attention? In stark contrast to 
the scale of surrounding office towers 
and large windows of departmental 
shopfronts, the 1:1 scale provided 
by vendors offered opportunities for 
exchange by engaging conversations, 
purchases or a walk over to have a look 
at the wares arrayed. For Bachelard, 
a smaller scale invited an “inversion 
of perspective”, engaging the viewer 
to discover the interior contained 
within.53 The repeated visual images of 
Undulations re-presented, on a smaller 
scale, encounters experienced within 
space; it “fulfils our desire to imagine as 
readers”.54 
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To draw viewers in for a closer look 
and engage the senses of viewers, 
repetitive use of images on a small 
scale were used to draw the viewer in, 
and to close the scale of space between 
the viewer and the object. Here, the 
small scale of the images invited the 
viewer to engage by crossing the space 
that lay between.55 Mounted at eye-
level, hundreds of repeated images 
were arranged to draw the viewer 
in: the smallness of the images drew 
the viewer closer to scrutinize the 
details, while the quantity of images, 
simulating an explosion of ongoing 
activity, were arranged to increase the 
scale of the arrangement.
The array of repeated, small-scale 
images explored a roundabout way of 
engaging the viewer’s attention through 
the notion of the spectacle. Vendors’ 
activities were ‘spectacular-ised’ in 
Undulations through an arrangement of 
images to show, superficially, random 
practices visible within the street.56
55. � ���c�����rd r��m�rk��d �  �
o�� ����� ��bi�i��� �of ��dis����c�� �
[…] ��o �cr������ �mi��i���r��s��. �
��c�����rd. �p. �172
56.  Of �i�s ���ck �of �
div��rsi����� �D��bord �
cri�iq���d ����� �sp��c��c��� �
�s ���� ���ffirm��io�� �of �
�pp���r���c����: �o�r ���������io�� �
is �foc�s��d �o�� �s�p��rfici�� �
�pp���r���c��s �– �w��� �is �
visib��� �– ����� �m��� ���o� �
����c��ss�ri��� �pr��s����� �� ��r��� �
pic��r�� �of ����� �r���� �pr�c�ic��s �
wi��i�� �� �sp�c��. �D��bord�� �
G���. �Society of the Spectacle. �
D���roi�: ����ck �& �R��d�� �
1983. �P�r�. �10 �(This �is �� �
co����c�io�� �of �wri�i���s �i�� �
p�r��r�p���d �s��c�io��s �– �i.��. �
wi��o�� �p���� ����mb��rs�� ��o �
b�� �circ������d �fr�������.)
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 Allowing oneself to be drawn in, 
however, the viewer became engaged 
in the detail contained in each image. 
The varied ways in which street space 
is utilised by vendors – by way of 
distractions and ongoing activity, were 
made apparent.
The practice of interior making 
through vendoring is explored in 
Undulations: creating within street 
space – by repetition and arrangement, 
the conditions of an interior.57 Interior 
qualities such as boundaries, changes in 
scale and arrangement within space have 
been explored as ways to draw attention 
through the contrast they provide with 
the impersonal scale of the street. 
C
57.  �S�r����� sp�c�� – ��o� �  �  �  �
�s������ �co��sid��r��d ��o �
��v�� �i�����rior �q���i�i��s�� �is �
r��-pr��s�������d ��o ����� �s�r����� �
�s��r �i�� ����� �form �of �sm����� �
��p���m��r�� �i�����riors �b�� ����� �
s����s �of �s�r����� �v����dors. �
�������mi�� �obs��rv��d ����� �
wi�� �����ir �m�k��s�if� �
s����s�� �s�r����� �v����dors �
s�bv��r� ����� ���x���rior-����ss �
of ����� �s�r������� ��m�ki��� ���� �
i�����rior �of ����� �s�r������� �b�� �
�������i��� �o����rs ��o �p��s�� �
���d ���o�ic�� ��ow ������� ���v�� �
m�d�� ��s�� �of �s�r����� �sp�c��. �
Th�� �v����dors’ �s����s �provid�� �
oppor����i�i��s �for �o����r �
s�r����� ��s��rs ��o ���������� ����d �
i�����r�c� �wi�� �sp�c�� �i�� �� �
w��� ����� �mi��� ���o� ���v�� �
��pp������d �if ����� �s����s ���d �
��o� �b������ �����r��. �d�� �C��r����� �
obs��rv��d ��ow �����r�� �is ���o �
w��� ��o ��cc�r������� �pr��dic� �
or �co���ro� ��m���ip����io�� �
b�� ��s��rs �w�o ��r�� ���o� �
[����] �m�k��rs �[of �r����s �of �
op��r��io��]��; ����� �pr�c�ic�� �of �
v����dori��� �op��r����s �wi��i�� �
s�r����� �sp�c�� ��s �� ��s��r’s �
r��spo��s�� ��o ����� �s��s���ms �
��mb��dd��d �wi��i�� �i�. �S����: �
d�� �C��r�����. �pp. �xii-xiii. �
S���� ���so: ��������mi��. �The 
Arcades Project. �p. �421
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Noticing how sounds could be utilised to engage 
others’ attention
Dimensions variable
Portable MP3 player/recorder
If one thinks of music what could be more 
immaterial, 
what could leave less trace in actual 
experience than music?
Daniel Libeskind, ‘Chamberworks’ 58 
Notating: Street cries brought the 
aural aspects within street space to the 
foreground, notating them graphically. 
This method of re-presentation served 
both as a way to record the cries, and 
as a way to engage others to interpret 
them from the notation. Composer 
R. Murray Schafer encouraged us to 
regard the sounds unfolding around 
us ceaselessly as a “huge musical 
composition”; of this “soundscape” 
he considered us “simultaneously 
its audience, its performers and its 
composers.”59 
58. � �Lib��ski��d�� D���i���. �  �
The Space of Encounter. �
N��w �York: �U��iv��rs�� �
P�b�is�i����� �2000. �p. �
51. �H��r���� �i�� ��ddr��ssi��� �
�is �s��ri��s �of �dr�wi���s �
�����i����d �C��mb��rworks�� �
Lib��ski��d �co���r�s�s ����� �
��p���m��r�� ������r�� �of �m�sic �
�o ����� �w��i����� ��c�ivi��� �of �
�rc�i���c��r��. �H�� ���so �spok�� �
o�� �� �s��p�r���� �s��ri��s �of ��is �
ow�� �work�� ��icrom����s�� �
���d �i�s ������mp� ��o ����xp�or�� �
���� �r�����io��s�ip �b���w������ �
dr�wi��� ����d ����� �proc��ss �of �
co��s�r�c�io��.��
59.  �Sc��f��r�� R. ��rr����� �  �  �
The Soundscape. Our 
Sonic Environment and 
the Tuning of the World�� �
Roc���s���r�� �V��rmo���: �
D��s�i���� ��ooks�� �1994. �p. �
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Notating: Street cries
080
I had collected various vendors’ street 
cries over time because they intrigued 
me; they drew my attention to the 
strange power wielded by the human 
voice over the already-cacophonic 
streetscape. The significance of a single 
human voice – as an essential ‘extra’ 
to the spatial inhabitation of street 
space, made apparent the human 
aspect of engagement within it.60 The 
cries of the street vendor were noticed 
as they punctuated my experience of 
the street.61 When I replayed my own 
recordings, the background sounds 
were, at first, a constant source of 
annoyance, obscuring the ‘main’ voice of 
the vendor I had intended to capture; 
yet upon reflection, the sounds in the 
background were found to play an 
indispensable role in situating the cries 
of the vendor, invariably, as occurrences 
of the street.  Notating: Street cries 
explored intelligible and consistent 
notations that could contribute to an 
understanding of how sounds are used 
within the street to engage others.62   
60. � �Th�� ��m��� pr��s����c�� �  �  �
m�k��s �o���� ��w�r�� �of ����� �
sp�c�� ��pp�r����� �for ���m��� �
��rror �– ��s �do��s ��������di��� �
� ��iv�� �p��rform���c�� �of �
c��mb��r �m�sic �do��s�� �
r����rd���ss �of ����� �d���r���� �
of �vir��osi��� �of ����c� �
p��rform��r. �Th�� ����x�r����� �
�s �disc�ss��d ����r�i��r �wi�� �
r��f��r����c�� ��o �A��iwi��’s �
Sp�c��cr�f��� �r��f��rs ��o ��� �����w �
m�����i��� �[��pp����i���] �i�� �
���� ���xc��ss��; ���is �is �� �sp�c�� �
b���w������ ����� �v����dor ����d �
o����r �p��d��s�ri���s.
61.  �Sc��f��r ��o���d ���� �  �  �
���� �s��i����� �so���ds �wi��i�� �
���� �so���dsc�p�� ��o �b�� �
impor����� ��b��c��s�� �of �
����ir �i��divid���i����� �����ir �
���m��ro�s����ss �or �����ir �
domi����io��.�� �Sc��f��r �
��x�or���d ����� �so���dsc�p�� �
�������s� ��o �discov��r ����� �
si���ific���� �f�����r��s �
of �� �so���dsc�p�� �b�� �
dis�i����is�i��� �b���w������ ����� �
background sounds
 �(���� �word �‘so���d’�� �r�����r �
����� ���ois���� �is ��s��d ����r�� �
�o ���mp��sis�� �����ir �
impor����c�� �i�� �s�����s�i��� �
���� �c��r�c���ris�ic �of ����� �
sp�c�� ����d �i�s �i����bi�����s)�� �
signals � �(�s �‘for���ro���d’ �
so���ds ����� �p���c������ �
o�r �co��scio�s����ss)�� ����d �
soundmarks �(�s �� �form �
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Size of image denotes intensity of sound.
Images gradually getting smaller = gradually getting less audible, i.e. decrescendo
Images separated by lines denotes intermittent sound.
The time between each sound is denoted by the relative width of each line.
Images separated by lines of the same line width = sounds at regular intervals
The fermata, meaning ‘hold’ or ‘pause’ in Italian, is an element of musical notation. It 
indicates that the duration of the sound is to be prolonged at the artistic discretion of 
the performer or the conductor. This interrupts the normal tempo of the work.  
Notes on interpretation
082 083
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Developing a system of graphic 
notation to communicate the various 
lilts and intonations of the human 
voice could not be achieved in terms 
of traditional musical notation (i.e. 
with clefs, key signatures, the five-
line staff and bar lines) – with which 
I was familiar and initially inclined 
to use. The images provided at the 
margin of each notation offered clues 
to the context of each street cry. But 
the notations did not explain the 
conditions under which the encounters 
took place; rather, they allowed viewers 
to be ‘detectives’ in the re-construction 
of the encounter by imagining the 
pitches, textures, and timbres of the 
sounds through interpretation of the 
notation and to re-produce the street 
cry themselves. 
of �so��ic �����dm�rk). �
This �so��ic �sc���m�� �is �� �
�s��f�� �r��mi��d��r �of ��ow �
sp�c��s ��r�� ����mpor�ri��� �
��i�is��d ����d �s�bs��q��������� �
disso�v��d. �Sc��f��r�� �p. �9
62. � ���� �ddr��ssi��� ���� �  �  �
��rosio�� �of �m�����i��� �
i�� ����i�������i�ib��� �
co�����mpor�r�� �m�sic�� �
��o���io���� �compos��r �
G�rd����r �R���d �obs��rv��d �
���� ���o ���s��f�� �p�rpos���� �
c��� �b�� �s��rv��d �if ���o���io���� �
�s ����� ��wri������ �v���ic��� �
of �m�sic�� ���xpr��ssio�� �is �
�o �b��com�� �so �d����c���d �
from ���� �k��ow�� �fr�m��s �
of �r��f��r����c�� ����� �i� �o����rs �
��o �k���� ��o ����� �compos��r’s �
id���s.�� �This �is �� �si���ific���� �
obs��rv��io�� �b��c��s�� �i� �
d��fi����s ����� �ro��� �of �
��o���io�� �i�� �r�����io�� �
�o ����� �pr�c�i�io����r’s �
d��mo��s�r��io�� �of �
� �co��c��p� ��o �o����r �
pr�c�i�io����rs. �R���d ���o���d �
���� �if �� �scor�� �is �wri������ ��o �
b�� �p��rform��d�� ������� �i� �
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By engaging continual re-readings, 
Notating: Street cries adapted vendors’ 
cries as a means of attracting attention 
to offer ways for that particular cry 
to be re-interpreted elsewhere. It 
was an arrangement – projecting 
from interpretations of a score 
– to continually offer up new ways of 
engaging with a score. Could a spatial 
arrangement similarly engage continual 
re-readings? By arranging to leave the 
interpretation of the encounter to 
the viewer, the open-ended outcome 
of Notating: Street cries produced 
new spaces in which different 
interpretations recurred in the space 
between the encounter and the viewer.
C
is �����c��ss�r�� �for ����� �id��� �
b���i��d �i�s ���o���io�� �– ��s �
w���� ��s ����� ���o���io�� �i�s���f �
– ��o �b�� ��cc��ssib��� ��o ����� �
p��rform��r’s �i�����rpr�����io��. �
R���d �����bor����d �f�r����r �
�o �discr��di� ������ �c��� �
of ����i�������i�ibi�i��� �i�� �
co�����mpor�r�� �m�sic �
��o���io���� �wi�� ����� �
fo��owi��� �w�r��i���: �if �����r�� �
is ����o ���xp������io�� �for ����� �
��o��-sp��ci��is� �is �o����r��d �b�� �
���� �compos��r �i�� ��is �scor������ �
������ �����r�� �c��� �sc�rc����� �b�� �
� �c����c�� �of ������ ���v�������� �
comm���ic��io�� ��o ���k�� �
p��c�� �from ����� ��compos��r �
��ro��� ����� �p��rform��r �
�o ����� ��is�������r.�� �R���d�� �
G�rd����r. �Music Notation. 
A Manual of Modern 
Practice. �Lo��do��: �Vic�or �
Go�����cz �L�d�� �1978. �pp. �
451-453
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Arranging to invite engagement
140x70 mm, 20 pcs
Paper, inkjet plotter, digital camcorder, 
VHS-C compact videocassette, FireWire
Between Frames was a series of flipbooks that originated 
from a desire not to use video projection as a medium to show a 
sequence of disparate encounters with vendors. The experience 
of the street as a space of ongoing activity around the viewer 
allows her/him to pause: to notice, to engage, and to turn around. 
Yet, a video could go on unrelentingly regardless of the changing 
conditions of a space. The interim solution to this was to place 
the re-counting of the encounter literally in the hands of the 
viewer in the form of small flipbooks. 
As the interior contained in the successive images becomes 
animated, the flipbook is transformed into an event in progress. 
Each successive image appears static; in order to ‘see’ movement, 
the viewer stares at the same spot while he/she thumbs through 
the pages quickly: a process takes place between frames that 
carries on, in an ongoing manner, to convey the encounter. 
Between Frames was also a collection of what had been 
Between Frames 
088 089
noticed, re-arranged to generate new 
perspectives in each re-telling of the 
encounter. Each time I go through 
this collection, the various things 
that previously failed to capture my 
attention surprise me.
As a way of arranging, Between Frames 
explored the idea of the encounter 
as the main element within a space, 
drawing the viewer into the space of 
the event. Between Frames investigated 
scaling down and invitations to engage 
in order to re-animate as a processes 
for creating interiors that become 
propositions for pausing to encounter. 
As a site for encounters, the size of 
each flipbook – pocket-sized, allows 
this encounter to be carried with the 
viewer, exploring relations to context 
by landing, spacecraft-like, anywhere, 
and enabling various connections to be 
formed.
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Poaching space to make apparent existing elements
Dimensions variable
9 rolls of masking tape (48 x 1600 mm), penknife 
The Plant played on two of the 
many meanings of the word ‘plant’: 
first, as a growth of vegetation, and 
second, as a person, placed in an 
audience, whose rehearsed reactions 
appear spontaneous to the rest of 
the audience. The space of a laneway 
was poached momentarily for this 
experiment.63 de Certeau observed 
the need for tactics – as a practice 
of those not in a position of power 
– to constantly invent its methods of 
operating by “poaching in countless 
ways on the property of others”.64  
He elaborated to note the surprise 
that resulted from a tactic’s (or 
tactician’s) “vigilant use of cracks that 
particular conjunctions open in the 
surveillance of the proprietary powers” 
by appearing where they are “least 
expected”.65
63.  �T�����rs���s L����� is � �  �  �  �
������w��� �i�� ����� �����bo�r���� �
C�D ��bo�� �200m �i�� �
���������� ����d �fl���k��d �o�� �
bo�� �sid��s �b�� �2-4 �s�or���� �
b�i�di���s. �A� ��ro���d ����v��� �
i� �r���s ���o���sid�� ��wo �
C�i����s�� �r��s���r����s�� �o���� �
���di��� �r��s���r������ ����d ���� �
��d��� �o��door �c�fé �k��ow�� �
�s ��S��c�io�� �8��. �
64.  �d�� C��r�����. p. xii�� 37 �  �  �  �
65.  ��bid. �
The Plant
092 093
In response to the lack of vegetation in 
the laneway, leaves were cut from nine 
rolls of masking tape, and stuck to the 
walls in strips placed close together. 
To investigate an opportunistic way of 
practicing spatially, The Plant made use 
of masking tape as a ‘familiar’ material 
to be used in a different way; it set out 
to draw attention to itself by engaging 
other users of the laneway to notice 
the seeming incongruity. The choice 
of masking tape as a material was in 
its impermanence: washed off by rain 
within a span of days, its presence was 
ephemeral.
66. � �Tho��� � w�s �  �  �
����b��� ��o �k����p ��r�ck �of �
���� �s�bs��q������ �������c� �i� �
��d �o�� �p�ss��rs-b���� ����� �
p��rform���c�� �of �s�icki��� �
���� �m�ski��� ���p�� ��o ����� �
w���s ��������r����d �q���s�io��s �
�bo�� �‘w��� �� �w�s �doi���’ �
���d �‘w��� �����v��s’. ��i�� �� �
s�or� ���xp������io�� �of �m�� �
i���������� �som�� �p�ss��rs-
b�� ���xpr��ss��d �����ir �
c�riosi��� ����d �s�bs��q������ �
compr�������sio�� �wi�� �
p�o�o�r�p�s ���k���� �of �
���� �pro���c�. �Th��r�� �w��r�� �
��so �comm�����s ��bo�� ����� �
b������� �of ����� �m����ri�� ����d �
���� �simp��� �c��ri��� �of ����� �
id���. �
During the process of setting up, there had been unexpected 
participation from other street users.66 As a way of working in 
the possibilities offered, The Plant responded spatially to engage 
notice by shifting perceptions: embellishing aspects within a 
space rather than to implement inharmonious structures. The 
performative aspect of The Plant made apparent the simplicity 
of the material used (i.e. masking tape) to transform the space of 
the laneway. This informed my practice by offering ways to notice 
spatial possibilities within a space, and working to introduce by 
adapting from within. Poaching and embellishing provided an 
approach to re-engage users by way of arranging in layers, as 
‘extras’, within space.
C 
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Re-thinking ways to engage with familiar forms 
Dimensions variable
Paper, paper bags, envelops, inkjet plotter, XD card,   
 digital camera
Collecting: Studies in concealment 
made use of several approaches to 
examine the expected uses and ways 
of engaging with the form of a book: 
there were five studies made to explore 
concealing as a way to arrange. It was 
also a projection of ways to share the 
images collected in diverse ways, and 
to invite various ways of engaging 
to reveal what had been concealed. 
As musical term, variation can be 
understood as “a form grounded in 
repetition […] in which a discrete 
theme is repeated several or many 
times with various modifications”.67
67.  Sism����� �E��i����. �
‘V�ri��io��’. �From �Th�� �
N��w �Grov�� �Dic�io���r�� �
of ���sic ����d ���sici���s. �
S�di���� �S��������� �& �T��rr������ �
J. �(Eds.) �Lo��do��: �
��cmi������� �2001. �Vo� �26�� �
p. �284
Collecting: Studies in concealment
096
As a way to adapt to the form of the book with which I have 
become familiar, Collecting: Studies in concealment was a way 
for me to re-frame the expected means of engaging with this 
form. In this project, the practice of vendoring was given value 
in its continual attempts to reiterate and re-present space. 
Various tactile aspects were explored for the indications, or ‘clues’ 
they might leave for the viewer. By alluding to what had been 
deliberately left out, these clues amplified that feature. 
In Part I – Envelopes, the window allowed the reader to glimpse 
the imaged, but to see it in entirety. While the backs of some 
envelopes were sealed, others were left open, permitting the 
reader to open it to pull out the image contained. 
In Part II – Paper Bags the latter was a reference to the packaging 
used by vendors. Paper bags were used to conceal double-sided 
images of vendors. Red string was used as a visual means of 
drawing attention to the images stowed within the paper bag. 
Part III – By the Page revealed a small portion of an image to the 
reader, but explored the idea of having to tear or destroy the page 
in order to view more of its content. 
097
098 099
Part IV – Between Pages inverted expectations by hiding content 
from direct view. By encountering the white backings of the 
images – instead of the images themselves first, this investigated 
the relationship between the reader and the expected ways of 
engaging within space.
Part V – Light made use of opaque pages that became translucent 
with light, where light had to pass through the medium rather 
than to fall on it to enable its content to be read. In this way, 
it investigated a change of contexts in which to make use of a 
familiar element.
The possibilities offered by ways to conceal content re-presented 
ways of engaging within space; arrangement became a necessary 
tool to generate opportunities for connections to be made. The 
process of concealing, and engaging to reveal invited a direct 
relationship between the reader and the arrangements contained 
within the form of the book; this was explored for the diverse 
rearrangements it afforded, rather than its usual form of bound 
sheets of paper. To celebrate unexpected arrangements in order 
to generate different ways of engaging, Collecting: Studies in 
concealment investigated various ways to conceal content in ways 
to introduce new meanings of engaging with the contents within 
space.
As an approach to engaging space, Collecting: Studies in 
concealment provided a means of arranging in various degrees to 
conceal or reveal a space. These add layers of enclosure, inviting a 
user into its interior by engaging to reveal its contents. 
C
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Exploring height, scale and movement as a way of 
arranging to engage notice
Video projection
Noticing Distractions is a projection consisting of juxtaposed 
texts, (still) images and videos taken of vendors. It was arranged 
to be projected at a height just below eye level, in slow continuous 
motion around the walls of a space. The effect this achieved was 
a narrow ribbon sliding along the surface of the walls, drawing 
the viewer’s attention with its slow movement – as well as the 
movement contained within the frames containing video footage. 
The text used was taken from Calvino’s Invisible Cities, 
appearing intermittently amidst frames of videos and still images 
of vendor-ly activity.
While the viewer’s attention might be focused on the happenings 
within one frame, the ongoing activity within another frame 
could draw his/her notice; while looking away, the previous frame 
had already moved, and another had taken its place. Noticing 
Distractions was inspired by the continual nature of activities 
within the street, “constantly exploding” to reinvent interiors 
within space in an ongoing manner.68  Noticing Distractions 
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Noticing Distractions
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Actually many of the blind men who tap their canes on Zirma’s  cobblestones are black; in every skyscraper there is someone going mad; all lunatics spend hours on cornices
103
explored vendor-inspired ways to make 
use of space by appearing in temporary 
bursts, constantly improvised within 
space; presented in an arrangement 
constantly changing to engage the 
viewer’s notice. 
As a way to engage within space, 
Noticing Distractions was projected 
on the surfaces of space as a medium 
for drawing attention. This deliberate 
intervention – at about 1.2 metres off 
the ground – explored ways in which 
arrangements at various heights could 
suggest a different way for a viewer 
to engage with what was shown. In 
addition, the scaled-down miniature of 
the frame of video footages, images and 
text provided a way to draw viewers 
in for closer scrutiny, thus inviting 
engagement.
C
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At the beginning of my research, I had been interested 
in spaces, or spatial interventions that would engage a user’s 
curiosity. The first scale model I made during this research was 
a bench, made of corrugated cardboard, which could be slid 
into a wall that would conceal it. On the exterior of the wall, 
the imprint of the bench’s side profile functioned as a clue to 
potential participants, indicating the presence of a concealed 
implement. As I re-encounter this scale model now, it seems 
a poetic way of conveying my initial interest with spatial 
encounters that might engage and draw one in. This model re-
presents a bench by suggesting ways to engage with it, rather than 
to present a bench simply as it is.
This research has investigated practices that defy any ability 
to be planned for – sometimes even defying spatial and social 
hierarchies. Vendoring is a practice of chancing upon and making 
use of space: it cannot be planned for, but is to be discovered and 
CONCLUSION
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engaged with in ephemeral encounters. Vendors undertake a 
spatial practice in small actions rather than large, overarching 
plans. Vendoring makes spatial arrangements that inspire 
curiosity precisely because they are improvised responses that 
are dependant on each situation. The focus of the research 
has been on an ongoing practice of arranging as a means to re-
present spaces to others. Publication is the means for ‘arranging 
to bring before the public’ that has been explored for its insights 
into various possible arrangements. The act of arranging has 
translated my vendor-inspired Noticings into the spatial 
arrangements of my research practice.
Throughout my research, I have been curious as to what I might 
learn, as an interior practitioner, from the spatial practices of 
street vendors. How might the adaptive methods of vendoring 
inform a design practice that engages with space?
Poaching, inviting pauses, being mobile, and practicing in variations 
provide opportunity-dependent ways to engage with space.
C
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Poaching
As a spatial practice, vendoring engages 
with space by insinuating itself into 
space.69  By poaching spaces in which 
to insinuate itself, vendoring suggests 
a method of practicing to inhabit 
spaces instantaneously. The process of 
interior-making – through a practice 
of vendoring – poaches on space by 
adapting its arrangements readily to 
suit various spatial conditions.
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Poaching also denotes the lack of a ‘proper’ place; vendoring, 
as a system of adaptive arrangements, operates within spaces 
that have been poached, rather than in ‘proper’ intended places. 
The Plant was a project that explored the process of vendoring 
to produce temporal interiors in the space of a laneway. As a 
‘way of using’ space, poaching – a motif of vendoring – works 
opportunistically to arrange in ways to suggest how temporal 
interiors might be produced.
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Inviting Pauses
Why are variant uses of space more intriguing than intended 
ones? Vendors have arranged themselves – their wares, and the 
position of their stalls in relation to a larger spatial context – to 
temporarily inhabit spaces, and attract others street users to 
notice and pause. It can be said the vendor’s success depends on 
his/her ability to create the need to pause within the movement 
evident within the street. In their variant uses of space, vendoring 
has been a practice that has generated invitations for others to 
pause; this is not only a way for the vendor to engage with space, 
their arrangements have also invited others to engage with the 
interiors they have produced.
 The practice of vendoring, as spatial arrangements to suggest 
ways to engage with space, has offered my interior practice an 
understanding of how various arrangements could invite pauses. 
Undulations and Noticing Distractions have explored repetition, 
length, scale and movement as ways of arranging to invite pauses 
by providing various, sometimes shifting, points of focus within 
space. In Between Frames and Notating: Street cries, pausing and re-
viewing were used to enable variant readings into an arrangement. 
As unintended or unexpected spatial arrangements, the variant 
interiors produced engage spaces through the pauses they invite.
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Being Mobile
The mobility of street vendors is 
dependent on arrangements that are 
adaptable to the opportunities offered 
by the moment. Vendoring implements 
tactical operations to engage with 
space. Michel de Certeau described 
a tactical operation to depend on 
opportunities, giving the space of the 
tactic “a mobility that must accept […] 
and seize on the wing the possibilities 
that offer themselves at any given 
moment”.70   As a means of arranging, 
mobility offers an instantaneous, 
temporal quality to the interiors 
produced. The transience of the 
70. � �d�� �C��r������� �p. �37
makeshift stalls of street vendors is explored in somes together 
with Between Frames, as mobile arrangements – seizing on 
various ways of arranging to reflect on and convey encounters. 
The mobile aspect of vendoring offers adaptive arrangements, 
engaging with space in spontaneous and opportunistic ways that 
involves a process of interior-making. The interiors produced in 
this manner, as with those of the pasar malam, have a sense of 
ephemeral temporality; various spatial qualities are made apparent 
with each temporary rearrangement as a way to engage with space. 
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Practicing in Variations
Variation is a means for adapting an arrangement to the spatial 
conditions offered. Within an interior practice, this can be 
framed as a continual production of arrangements to engage 
spatial transformations. Collecting: Studies in concealment explored 
varying degrees of enclosure to produce interiors that engaged an 
‘extra’ in order to become revealed. ‘Extra’ was discussed earlier 
as a layer added to a space, engaging with space to offer variable 
meanings. 
As such, variation can be seen as a way to adapt spatially by 
constantly adding on, manipulating, or highlighting to produce 
changes from within a collection. The practice of vendoring offers 
an interior practice ways to make apparent aspects of space by 
producing different arrangements from a given space. 
C
The key aspects of vendoring have been arranged to follow the 
main research questions as a means to answer these questions 
by projecting from what has been noticed, produced and 
collected. As an interior practitioner, I have been mindful of 
the temporary interiors made of space, through vendoring, by 
considering various rearrangements within space. The projects 
undertaken have engaged space as a site for the interactive 
positioning of scales, repetitions and variations within spatial 
sequences, and juxtaposition of varying attributes of enclosure.   
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Prior to this research, I had assumed that interiors were 
unchangeable, static spaces that could be engaged in a limited 
range of ways. Engaging Space has informed my practice by 
providing vendor-inspired arrangements as a way to engage with 
space in temporal means. Interiors are understood to be made 
– rather than a given state. Vendoring, as a practice of arranging, 
offers to the discipline of Interior Design a range of opportunity-
dependent ways to engage with space by poaching, inviting pauses, 
being mobile and practicing in variations.  As such, vendoring can 
be contextualised, within an interior practice, as a method of 
production – to produce interiors from which new meanings 
could be made and remade. This enables adaptive arrangements 
for noticing, translating, interpreting and re-reading meanings 
into space, thereby offering different ways to inhabit spaces. 
The practice of engaging space is not always a straightforward 
one – it draws on arrangements and rearrangements as ways of 
continually engaging a space and its users. The ephemeral nature 
and small scale of some of my interventions has risked being 
missed by inattentive users; however, this was a chance taken 
and celebrated in my research as a way to explore and engage 
with spaces to produce interiors. As I have been drawn to de 
Certeau’s description of the street as “constantly exploding” 
and re-inventing itself, my interior practice draws on vendoring 
as an adaptive method to engage with space in continual 
rearrangements to produce interiors. 
C
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